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Sammanfattning

Loudness är ett subjektivt mått på hur högljudd en ljudsignal uppfattas. Till
följd av kommersiellt tryck har loudness utnyttjats i sändningar för att locka och
nå tittare. Genom signalbehandling är det möjligt att öka loudness-nivån på en
ljudsignal och fortfarande uppfylla dagens lagstadgade signalnivåkrav. Med strä-
van att uppnå en lika medel-loudness-nivå mellan alla program har Europeiska
radio- och TV-unionen publicerat en standard som föreslår metoder för att kvan-
tifiera loudness. Denna rapport tillämpar dessa metoder och föreslår en algoritm
som adaptivt normaliserar loudness-nivån i audiovisuella sändningar utan att på-
verka dynamiken inuti program. Huvudtillämpningen för algoritmen är att nor-
malisera ljudsignalen i sändnings- och distributionsutrustning med realtidskrav.
Resultaten erhölls från simuleringar i Matlab där kommersiella sändningar an-
vändes. Resultaten visade att för vissa typer av sändningar lyckades algoritmen
minska variationen i medel-loudness-nivå med smärre påverkan på dynamik in-
uti program.
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Abstract

Loudness is a subjective measure of how loud an audio signal is perceived. Due
to commercial pressures loudness has been exploited in broadcasts to attract and
reach viewers and listeners. By means of signal processing it is possible to in-
crease the loudness of an audio signal and still meet the contemporary legis-
lated signal levelling requirements. With an aspiration to achieve equal aver-
age loudness between all broadcasting programmes the European Broadcasting
Union have issued a standard that proposes methods to quantify loudness. This
thesis applies those loudness quantities and proposes an online algorithm that
adaptively normalises the loudness of audiovisual broadcasts without affecting
the dynamics within programmes. The main application of the algorithm is to
normalise the audio in broadcasting and distributing equipment with real-time
requirements. The results were derived from simulations in Matlab using com-
mercial broadcasts. The results showed that for certain types of broadcasts the
algorithm managed to reduce the variation in average programme loudness with
minor effects on dynamics within programmes.
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1
Introduction

This document is a master’s thesis conducted at the Division of Communication
Systems at Linköping University. The thesis was carried out during the spring
term of 2016. The thesis proposes and evaluates the use of an online algorithm
that adaptively normalises the loudness of audiovisual broadcasts.

1.1 Motivation

For decades the music and broadcasting industry have been participants of the
so called loudness war. The loudness war is based in the desire of being heard
and reach out to the audience. Producers use signal processing to increase the
perceived loudness of audio content. Unfortunately this has led to a substantial
negative impact on the sound quality and user experience. Loudness inconsis-
tence is the highest reason of viewer and listener complaints [4]. Most people
have probably been forced to change the volume of the television because the
commercial break is remarkably louder than the main entertainment programme,
or wondered why some stations are louder than other.

The most common contemporary normalisation method of audio and audio-
visual broadcasts is peak normalisation, i.e. adjusting the signal’s gain to ensure
that the highest signal peak amplitude is equal to a given level. However this
method does not ensure equal loudness (e.g. two different audio signals with the
same peak level can be perceived variously loud) [9]. This thesis addresses the
problem of the loudness war by investigating the possibility to use an algorithm
that adaptively normalises the audio signal to achieve equal average loudness
between programmes without affecting the dynamics within the programmes.
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2 1 Introduction

1.2 Purpose

The European Broadcasting Union (EBU) first issued a standard 2010 that pro-
poses methods to quantify programme loudness and aspires that all broadcast-
ing programmes should be normalised to have the same average loudness, de-
termined by a single target value. In production or post-production, when the
complete programme is available on file for processing, loudness normalisation
is easily applied by adjusting the signal’s gain to let the average programme loud-
ness meet this global target loudness level. This is referred to as file-based loud-
ness normalisation and is the easiest way to normalise broadcasts with respect
to loudness. However, in reality file-based loudness normalisation is in many
cases ignored. Therefore it is far from certain that all programmes have the same
average loudness.

To achieve equal average loudness between programmes the normalisation
could be done during or after broadcasting, by processing past, present and fu-
ture signal segments and rebroadcasting the processed signal. The maximum
length of the future signal segment that is available for processing is called look-
ahead. The look-ahead is proportional to the delay between the input and output
signal. Because customers of broadcasting and distributing equipment as well
as viewers and listeners demand minimum delay of broadcasts only a small look-
ahead is available.

A method to normalise the signal during and after broadcasting could be to
use an online algorithm that adaptively normalises the loudness of the signal.
It is desirable that an adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm uses a small
look-ahead. It is also desirable that the algorithm can act fast on normalising
programmes that do not meet the target average programme loudness as well as
making smooth transitions between programmes with different loudness levels.
An adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm should not aim to keep the same
loudness at all time during a programme, but rather aim to retain the dynamic
range and loudness range of a programme while making the average programme
loudness reach a certain target level.

The purpose of this thesis is to develop an algorithm that adaptively nor-
malises the programme loudness of audiovisual broadcasts and analyse its be-
haviour and outcome.

1.3 Problem Statements

The following questions are the main research questions of this thesis:

• How can an adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm be implemented to
achieve equal average loudness between programmes?

• How does the length of the look-ahead affect the adaptive loudness normal-
isation?

• How does an adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm affect the loudness
range of a programme?
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• How does an adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm affect the transi-
tion between variously loud programmes?

1.4 Research Limitations

This master’s thesis does not treat long-term loudness normalisation nor normali-
sation between stations and television channels. Methods for long-term loudness
normalisation are already established in EBU Tech 3344 [1].

The test data only consists of a selection of programmes, thus the analyses
presented in this thesis are not statistically representative for the complete com-
mercial broadcasting industry. A reliable statistical analysis of loudness levels in
the broadcasting industry would exceed the resources of this master’s thesis.

Methods for measuring loudness that are not part of EBU R128 [4] are not
investigated. The methods for measuring loudness according to EBU R128 are
shown to be reliable by empirical studies presented in ITU-R BS.1770 [6] and
accepted worldwide.

The test data mainly consists of stereo audio, i.e. two distinct signals jointly
referred to as left channel and right channel, respectively. Although the loud-
ness measurement algorithms handles mono (one channel), stereo and even more
channels, stereo is used because most audiovisual broadcasts consist of stereo au-
dio and most of the listening have been done using headphones that only sup-
ports mono and stereo.





2
The Procedures of the Loudness War

This chapter explains the technical procedures used in the phenomenon called
the loudness war. The loudness war is a trend where the audio is processed in
order to increase the perceived loudness. Due to commercial pressures on the
broadcasting industry producers are forced to increase the loudness of the audio-
visual content in order to reach and attract audience of broadcasts [14].

2.1 Peak Normalisation

An energy burst of short duration is called a transient and is e.g. caused when
striking a note on some musical instruments, such as percussions or a guitar.
Transients give rise to high signal peaks of short duration. If the input amplitude
of a signal peak exceeds the input range of a system, e.g. a digital-to-analog
converter, clipping may occur. Clipping is a form of distortion and should be
prevented. In the broadcasting industry clipping is prevented by normalising
the audio.

The most common normalisation method that has been used historically and
is still used today in broadcasts is peak normalisation. During peak normalisa-
tion the whole programme is metered with a peak programme meter (PPM) that
measures the amplitude level of the audio signal peaks. Subsequently a constant
gain is applied to the signal to make the highest signal peak equal to a given
target level. [11]

There are several ways to measure and estimate the peak amplitude of a sig-
nal and therefore it exists several types of PPM-s. The most common PPM is the
quasi-peak programme meter (Q-PPM). A Q-PPM measures the true analog peak
amplitude if the duration of the peak exceeds a given time. Thus it is unable
to correctly meter signal peaks and transients of duration shorter than this time,
often 10 ms or less common 5 ms. If the peak amplitude of a signal peak sus-
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6 2 The Procedures of the Loudness War

tains shorter than this duration it will be undervalued by the Q-PPM. To prevent
clipping of undervalued transients, the target level of the peak normalisation is
placed below the threshold of the systems input range, known as the full scale,
i.e. the maximum available amplitude. Typically the peak normalisation target
level is placed 9 dB below the full scale, corresponding to -9 dBFS (decibels rel-
ative to Full Scale), allowing a peak level undervaluation of up to 9 dB before
clipping. The unit dBFS measures the decibel amplitude level of a signal, where
the maximum available amplitude is 0 dBFS. The range between the target level
and the full scale (in this case 9 dB) is called headroom. Thus, headroom is used
as a safety zone to prevent clipping of transients that are undervalued and passes
through the Q-PPM when peak normalising. [11, 9]

2.2 Dynamic Range Compression

A common way to increase the average loudness of a signal is the use of a dynamic
range compressor combined with peak normalisation, as explained in Section
2.3. A dynamic range compressor, or just compressor, is a unit that decreases the
dynamic range, i.e. the difference between the smallest and largest usable signal.
The result is that quiet sounds become louder and vice versa, depending on the
settings of the compressor. If the compressor is set to make loud sounds become
quieter it is possible to decrease the transients, as shown in Figure 2.1. Heavy
compression can also lead to distortion and reduced sound quality [14].
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Figure 2.1: Original and compressed version of a part of an audio signal.

2.3 The Loudness War

Loudness is a subjective measure of how loud an audio signal is perceived. Loud-
ness has been exploited in broadcasts to attract and reach listeners and viewers.
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By means of compression it is possible to increase the loudness of a programme
if combined with peak normalisation. For example, if the compressor removes
the transients of a signal the peak normaliser will increase the signal’s gain, thus
make it louder.

Two concatenated audio signals recorded from two different commercial broad-
casts are shown in Figure 2.2. Both signals are peak normalised, thus have the
same maximum peak level. Note that the last signal is heavily compressed and
most probably perceived louder than the first, even though they have the same
maximum peak level. This type of signal processing is widely used in the broad-
casting and music industry and the phenomenon is referred to as the loudness
war. Heavily compressed and loud audio signals can often be heard in televi-
sion commercials or pop music radio stations. The problem of the loudness war
is especially obvious when switching between stations or programmes and com-
mercials with varying loudness, causing annoyance to the audience. [14]
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Figure 2.2: Two concatenated and peak normalised audio signals. The sec-
ond, light colored signal is perceived louder than the first, dark colored sig-
nal. Both signals are recorded from commercial broadcasts.

2.4 The New Standard of Loudness Metering and
Normalisation

In an attempt to end the loudness war a global effort has been made to create a
new standard that specifies how to measure and normalise audio with respect to
loudness. The work has led to the standard EBU R128 [4] that was first issued
2010. Different algorithms for characterising audio and methods to normalise
audio are proposed. Algorithms for measuring audio programme loudness and
true-peak audio level are stated in ITU-R BS.1770 [6] and an algorithm to quan-
tify the variation of loudness is stated in EBU Tech 3342 [8]. Practical guidelines
for implementation and normalisation in production and distribution are given
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in EBU Tech 3343 [9] and EBU Tech 3344 [1], respectively.
The standard proposes an algorithm for long-term normalisation. This al-

gorithm measures the average loudness of a television channel over a day and
applies a constant gain to the audio the following day, to make the daily average
loudness equal to a target loudness level. This does not change the variation in
average loudness between programmes, but only removes the variation in daily
average loudness between television channels. The standard does not provide
any algorithms for adaptive short-term normalisation of audio, which is the case
this thesis treats as a supplement to EBU R128.



3
Measurement and Characterization of

Audio

This chapter explains the algorithms used to measure integrated loudness and
maximum true peak level according to ITU-R BS.1770-4 [6], momentary and
short-term loudness according to EBU Tech 3341 [7] and loudness range accord-
ing to EBU Tech 3342 [8]. Note that most equations in ITU-R BS.1770-4 are
defined in continuous time, whereas they are described in discrete time in this
chapter. This conversion was made to have a close connection between theory
and the implemented algorithms, which the results are based on, and also make
the algorithms more comprehensible by not switching between continuous and
discrete time.

3.1 Programme Loudness

This section explains the algorithm used to measure programme loudness. The
quantities integrated loudness, momentary loudness and short-term loudness are
defined and the corresponding measurement methods are explained.

Let I be the set of audio channels in the audio signal to be measured. The set
of audio channels is typically denoted by a standard notation of two integers sepa-
rated by a dot. The first integer represents the number of full range channels, i.e.
channels covering the full hearing frequency spectrum, and the second integer
represents the number of low-frequency effects (LFE) channels, i.e. the channels
covering a frequency spectrum up to 120 Hz [3]. For example, 2.0 (stereo) audio
has two full range channels and no LFE channel. When calculating programme
loudness the LFE channels are not considered and should therefore be excluded
from I . Examples of how I is defined are shown in Example 3.1. For more sets of
channels the reader is referred to the document ITU-R BS.2051-0 [5].

9



10 3 Measurement and Characterization of Audio

Example 3.1: Audio Channels

• If the audio signal contains 1.0 (mono) audio. Then I = {C}, where C =
Center channel.

• If the audio signal contains 2.0 (stereo) audio. Then I = {L, R}, where L =
Left channel and R = Right channel.

• If the audio signal contains 5.1 audio. Then I = {L, R, C, Ls, Rs}, where L =
Left channel, R = Right channel, C = Center channel, Ls = Left surround channel
and Rs = Right surround channel. The LFE channel is omitted.

Let xi be a vector containing N pulse-code modulation (PCM) audio samples
of the measurement interval of channel i ∈ I , xi[n] be the n-th sample of xi ,
n ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1} and fs be the sampling frequency of xi . PCM is the proce-
dure of sampling a continuous signal with a constant sampling time interval and
quantize the sample values [13].

A simplified block diagram of the algorithm used to measure the loudness of
a 5.1 audio signal is shown in Figure 3.1. Note that all loudness measurements
output one single value, except when live-metering as explained in Section 3.1.1,
regardless of the number of input channels.
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Figure 3.1: Simplified block diagram of loudness measuring algorithm over
a 5.1 audio signal.

The first step of the algorithm is a two-stage pre-filter. The first filter is a
shelving filter used to account for the acoustic effects of the head, where the head
is modelled as a rigid sphere [6]. The anatomy of the head acts as an acoustic filter
that amplifies sound waves of certain frequency. The shelving filter is designed
to simulate these effects and weights some frequencies to have greater impact on
the loudness measurement. Shelving filters attenuate or amplify signals above or
below a certain frequency. In this algorithm the filter amplifies signals of high
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frequency. The frequency response of the shelving filter is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Frequency response of shelving filter.

The second filter is a type of high-pass filter. This filter is referred to as a re-
vised low-frequency B-curve (RLB) filter. This filter is used to account for the fact
that the human ear is less sensitive to low frequencies and weights low frequen-
cies to have less impact on the loudness measurement. The frequency response
of the RLB filter is shown in Figure 3.3. The combination of the shelving filter
and the RLB filter is referred to as K-weighting [6].
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Figure 3.3: Frequency response of the RLB filter.

Let γ i be the output of the first filter, the shelving filter. γ i is calculated by

γ i[n] = β0xi[n] + β1xi[n − 1] + β2xi[n − 2] − α1γ i[n − 1] − α2γ i[n − 2] , (3.1)
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where the filter coefficients α1, α2, β0, β1 and β2 for sampling frequency fs = 48
kHz are found in Table 3.1. fs = 48 kHz is the most common and standardized
sampling frequency in audiovisual broadcasts. If another sampling frequency is
used the filter coefficients need to be recalculated to have the same frequency
response as for fs = 48 kHz [6]. The sampling frequency was chosen to enable
alias-free sampling of the full hearing spectrum (about 20-20000 Hz) according
to the Nyquist criterion and to be compatible with the standardised video frame
rates of audiovisual broadcasts, as the audio and video are transmitted together.
For more information about the sampling frequency the reader is referred to the
article Digital Audio Sample Rates: The 48 kHz Question [12].

Table 3.1: Filter coefficients in (3.1) when using fs = 48 kHz.

β0 1.53512485958697
α1 -1.69065929318241 β1 -2.69169618940638
α2 0.73248077421585 β2 1.19839281085285

Let yi be the output of the second filter, the RLB filter. yi is calculated by

yi[n] = b0γ i[n] + b1γ i[n − 1] + b2γ i[n − 2] − a1yi[n − 1] − a2yi[n − 2] , (3.2)

where the filter coefficients a1, a2, b0, b1 and b2 for sampling frequency fs = 48
kHz are found in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Filter coefficients in (3.2) when using fs = 48 kHz.

b0 1
a1 -1.99004745483398 b1 -2
a2 0.99007225036621 b2 1

After pre-filtering the mean square is calculated for each channel by

zi =
1
N

N−1∑
n=0

y2
i [n] . (3.3)

Furthermore the loudness LK , measured in unit LUFS, of the measurement inter-
val is given by

LK = −0.691 + 10 log10

∑
i∈I

Gizi , (3.4)

where Gi are the weighting coefficients defined in Table 3.3. If the audio signal
contains other channels than those in Table 3.3, e.g. 7.2 audio, the weighting
coefficients for those channels need to be calculated. To do this the reader is
referred to the document ITU-R BS.1770-4 [6].

The loudness LK as defined in (3.4) is sometimes referred to as an ungated
loudness measurement and is used to calculate momentary and short-term loud-
ness. Gated loudness is a loudness measurement used to calculate integrated
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Table 3.3: Weighting coefficients for the individual channels.

Channel (i) Weighting Gi
Left (L) 1

Right (R) 1
Center (C) 1

Left surround (Ls) 1.41
Right surround (Rs) 1.41

loudness and loudness range. In these calculations a gate is applied to the algo-
rithm. The gate is a system that lets signal quantities above a certain threshold
pass through unaffected, but blocks quantities below the threshold. In this case
a relative threshold is used. The signal is split into blocks in the time domain
as explained below. The loudness of each block is calculated and subsequently
gated with respect to loudness. Thus the blocks with a loudness above the thresh-
old are included in the calculations and the blocks with a loudness below the
threshold are omitted. This prevents quiet background noises to decrease the
final loudness measurement as they are blocked by the gate [8]. Instead the fore-
ground noises will have a larger impact on the final measurement. For example,
if the audio consists of a speech with some quiet background noise, the blocks of
background noise appearing between the spoken words (when the speaker takes
pause) will be blocked by the gate and therefore omitted in the loudness calcu-
lations. The background noise appearing at the same time as the spoken words
will however affect the calculated loudness. The relative threshold is, explained
shortly, applied to let the threshold be relative to the loudness of the foreground
noises.

When calculating the gated loudness, yi is split into overlapping blocks. Let
Ng be the number of samples per block and Ru be the update rate of the blocks.

The j-th block is given by

yij =


yi[j

fs
Ru

]
...

yi[j
fs
Ru

+ Ng − 1]

 , j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , (N − Ng )
Ru
f s
} . (3.5)

The mean square of the j-th block is calculated by

zij =
1
Ng

Ng−1∑
n=0

y2
ij [n] . (3.6)

The j-th gating block loudness is given by

lj = −0.691 + 10 log10

∑
i∈I

Gizij . (3.7)
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The relative threshold is calculated by

Γr = −0.691 + 10 log10

∑
i∈I

Gi

 1
|Ja|

∑
j∈Ja

zij

 − 10 , (3.8)

where Ja = {j : lj > −70} and |Ja| is the number of elements in Ja. Thus Ja is the set
of gating blocks with a loudness greater than -70 LUFS.

The gated loudness is given by

LKG = −0.691 + 10 log10

∑
i∈I

Gi

 1
|Jr |

∑
j∈Jr

zij

 , (3.9)

where Jr = {j : lj > Γr } and |Jr | is the number of elements in Jr . Thus Jr is the set
of gating blocks with a loudness greater than Γr .

The unit of loudness is LUFS (Loudness Units, referenced to Full Scale). Full
scale represents the maximum available amplitude. In some literature the unit
LKFS (Loudness, K-weighted, relative to nominal Full Scale) is used instead of
LUFS. However LUFS and LKFS are equivalent and refers to the same measure-
ment. In this thesis LUFS is used. For relative loudness measurements, such as
range, the unit LU (Loudness Units) is used. [7]

3.1.1 Momentary and Short-Term Loudness

Momentary and short-term loudness are ungated loudness measurements of a
specific time window. The duration of the time window shall be 0.4 seconds for
momentary loudness and 3 seconds for short-term loudness. For live metering,
i.e. continuously measuring the loudness of a sliding time window, the update
rate of the time window is optional, but shall be at least 10 Hz for short-term
loudness measurements according to EBU Tech 3341 [7]. Too low update rate
results in bad resolution of the live metering and a possibility to not detect loud-
ness peaks. However Ru = 10 Hz should be sufficient for both momentary and
short-term loudness live metering.

Momentary loudness is given by

LM = LK , (3.10)

with N
fs

= 0.4 seconds and LK as defined in (3.4).

Short-term loudness is given by

LS = LK , (3.11)

with N
fs

= 3 seconds and LK as defined in (3.4). Example 3.2 and 3.3 show how
to calculate momentary loudness and live metered short-term loudness, respec-
tively.
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Example 3.2: Momentary Loudness
This example shows each step of the algorithm used to calculate the momentary
loudness of an example signal.

Let the input signal to be measured be a time window of the stereo signal
shown in Figure 3.4. Then I = {L, R}. The momentary loudness is a loudness
measurement of a time window of duration 0.4 seconds. Let us measure the
momentary loudness of the time window [2, 2.4] seconds, as shown in Figure
3.4. Let fs = 48 kHz, N = 0.4fs = 19200, xL be the left channel input vector
and xR be the right channel input vector. Thus, xL and xR contain the samples of
the time window. The following steps are performed to calculate the momentary
loudness:

• Filter the signal with the two-stage pre-filter, according to (3.1) and (3.2).
Let yL and yR be the output of the two-stage pre-filter.

• Calculate the mean square zL ≈ 0.0029 and zR ≈ 0.0041 of yL and yR, re-
spectively, according to (3.3).

• Calculate the momentary loudness LM = LK = −0.691 + 10 log10(GLzL +
GRzR) ≈ −22.3 LUFS, where GL = 1 and GR = 1, according to (3.4).

Thus the momentary loudness of the time window [2, 2.4] seconds is -22.3 LUFS.
When calculating the integrated loudness, momentary loudness live metering

is used. The gating block loudness shown in Figure 3.6 is equivalent to the live
metered momentary loudness of the whole signal using Ru = 10 Hz. Live meter-
ing is explained in Example 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Input stereo signal time domain plot.
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Example 3.3: Short-Term Loudness Live Metering
This example shows how short-term loudness live metering is applied to an ex-

ample signal.
Let the input signal to be measured be the stereo signal shown in Figure 3.5A.

This is the same signal as in Example 3.2. Let fs = 48 kHz, N = 3fs = 144000,
Ru = 10 Hz, xL be the left channel input vector, xR be the right channel input
vector and T be the duration of xi . In this example xL and xR contain the sam-
ples of the complete signal. When live metering a sliding time window is used to
measure the loudness at several points of the signal.

Let

xij =


xi[j

fs
Ru

]
...

xi[j
fs
Ru

+ N − 1]

 , j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , (T − N
fs

)Ru}

be the j-th time window. Thus, the duration of each time window is 3 seconds
and the time between two consecutive time windows is 1

Ru
= 0.1 seconds. The

time windows for j = 0, 1, 2 are shown in Figure 3.5. The short-term loudness is
calculated for each time window, as shown in Figure 3.5B, where the time-axis
value of each point corresponds to the middle of the time window. Note that the
short-term loudness decreases when the signal turns silent and increases again
when it starts sounding, as expected. Momentary loudness live metering is done
in the same way, but with time windows of duration 0.4 seconds instead of 3
seconds.
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Figure 3.5: A: Input stereo signal time domain plot. B: Short-term loud-
ness at several points of the input signal. The time-axis value of each point
corresponds to the middle of the time window.
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3.1.2 Integrated Loudness

Integrated loudness is a measurement of the average loudness of the input sig-
nal consisting of the vectors xi , i ∈ I . If the input is a complete programme the
integrated loudness is the average programme loudness [9]. Integrated loudness
uses a gated loudness measurement with gating blocks as defined in (3.5). The
duration of the gating blocks shall be 0.4 seconds and the update rate shall be 10
Hz, resulting in a 75% overlap of each gating block [6].

Integrated loudness is given by

LI = LKG , (3.12)

with
Ng
fs

= 0.4 seconds, Ru = 10 Hz and LKG as defined in (3.9). Example 3.4
shows how the integrated loudness of an example signal is calculated.

Example 3.4: Integrated Loudness
This example shows each step of the algorithm used to calculate the integrated

loudness of an example signal.
Let I = {L, R}, xL and xR be the same input as in Example 3.2 and 3.3, fs =

48 kHz and Ru = 10 Hz. The following steps are performed to calculate the
integrated loudness:

• Filter the signal with the two-stage pre-filter, according to (3.1) and (3.2).
Let yL and yR be the output of the two-stage pre-filter.

• Split yi into gating blocks according to (3.5), with Ng = 0.4fs = 19200. Let
yij be the j-th gating block.

• Calculate the mean square zij for each gating block according to (3.6).

• Calculate the gating block loudness lj for each block according to (3.7),
where GL = 1 and GR = 1. The gating block loudness for each block are
shown in Figure 3.6. The gating block loudness is equivalent to the live
metered momemtary loudness of the complete input signal using Ru = 10
Hz.

• Calculate the relative threshold Γr ≈ −33.03 LUFS according to (3.8), where
Ja is the set of gating blocks above the absolute threshold shown in Figure
3.6. Thus the value of the relative threshold is calculated from the gating
blocks whose gating block loudness are above the absolute threshold.

• Calculate the integrated loudness LI = LKG ≈ −22.6 LUFS according to
(3.9), where Jr is the set of gating blocks above the relative threshold shown
in Figure 3.6. Thus the integrated loudness is calculated from the gating
blocks whose gating block loudness is above the relative threshold.

The integrated loudness of the signal is -22.6 LUFS.
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Note that the gating block loudness of the silent part of the signal are be-
low the relative threshold and therefore not affecting the integrated loudness, as
expected. Also note that the gating block loudness is fairly constant above the
relative threshold. Considering this, it is not a coincidence that the momentary
loudness in Example 3.2, the short-term loudness of the non-silent parts in Exam-
ple 3.3 and the integrated loudness are almost the same. The three measurements
are just loudness measurements of different time spans.
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Figure 3.6: Loudness of gating blocks.

3.2 Loudness Range

Loudness range is a measurement that quantifies the variation of loudness in an
audio signal. The algorithm to calculate loudness range is based on the statistical
distribution of the programme loudness. Loudness range uses a gated loudness
measurement as explained in Section 3.1.

Let xi , i ∈ I be the input as defined in Section 3.1. Calculate yi using the K-
weighting two-stage pre-filter according to (3.1) and (3.2). Define yij as in (3.5)

with
Ng
fs

= 3 seconds and Ru ≥ 10 Hz. Furthermore zij and lj are calculated
according to (3.6) and (3.7), respectively. Until this point the calculations of loud-
ness range and gated loudness are the same. However calculating the relative
threshold differs somewhat.

The relative threshold for loudness range is calculated by

Γr = −0.691 + 10 log10

∑
i∈I

Gi

 1
|Ja|

∑
j∈Ja

zij

 − 20 , (3.13)
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where Ja = {j : lj > −70} and |Ja| is the number of elements in Ja. Thus Ja is the
set of gating blocks with a loudness greater than -70 LUFS. Furthermore let u be
a vector containing the set of lj∀{j : lj > Γr }. The loudness range is an estimate of
the range between the 10:th and 95:th percentile of u, as shown in Example 3.5.
Let usort be a vector containing the elements of u sorted in ascending order.

The loudness range is calculated by

LRA = usort [round(0.95(M − 1))] − usort [round(0.1(M − 1))] , (3.14)

where M is the number of elements in usort . The unit of loudness range is LU
(Loudness Units).

Example 3.5: Loudness Range
Figure 3.7 shows an estimate of the probability density function (PDF) of a set of
gating block loudness u as defined above. The vertical lines mark the lower and
upper percentiles. The area below the PDF left of the lower percentile is 10% and
the area below the PDF left of the upper percentile is 95%. The loudness range is
an estimate of the range between the upper and lower percentile.
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Figure 3.7: Estimated PDF of gating block loudness of example signal.
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3.3 Maximum True Peak Level

Maximum true peak level is an estimate of the maximum decibel amplitude of
a signal. Note that the maximum amplitude may occur between samples after
digital-to-analog conversion.

Let x be the input vector containing PCM audio samples. To calculate the
maximum true peak level of x, x is first up-sampled 4 times followed by an in-
terpolating finite impulse response (FIR) filter. Let x×4 be the output of the FIR
filter.

The maximum true peak level is given by

MT P L = 20 log10 max(abs(x×4)) , (3.15)

where abs(x) returns a vector containing the absolute value of each element in x.
Figure 3.8 shows an example of the maximum amplitude of a four times up-

sampled signal. If the input consists of several audio channels the maximum
true peak level is calculated for each channel and set to be the maximum of the
outputs. The unit of maximum true peak level is dBTP (dB True Peak).
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Figure 3.8: Maximum amplitude of a four times up-sampled signal.
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3.4 Summary of Measurements

A short summary and comparison between the measurements specified in this
chapter are shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Summary of measurements.

Measurement Input duration Update rate Output Gate Unit
Momentary loudness 0.4 sec - Scalar No LUFS

Momentary loudness (live metered) ≥ 0.4 sec Unspecified Vector No LUFS
Short-term loudness 3 sec - Scalar No LUFS

Short-term loudness (live metered) ≥ 3 sec ≥ 10 Hz Vector No LUFS
Integrated loudness ≥ 0.4 sec 10 Hz Scalar Yes LUFS

Loudness range ≥ 3 sec 10 Hz Scalar Yes LU
Maximum true peak level > 0 sec - Scalar No dBFS





4
The Loudness-Levelling Paradigm

This chapter explains certain requirements and recommendations of programme
loudness, maximum true peak level and loudness range in programmes. These
requirements and recommendations are part of EBU R128 [4]. Note that EBU
R128 includes more guidelines for measuring, normalising and processing that
are less relevant and therefore excluded from this thesis.

4.1 The Target Loudness Level

In EBU R128 a programme loudness target level is proposed. The standard as-
pires that the average programme loudness of all broadcasts should be -23 LUFS,
with a permitted deviation of ± 0.5 LU. The average programme loudness is mea-
sured using the integrated loudness algorithm from start to stop of the complete
programme, as described in Section 3.1.2. If the complete programme is not avail-
able for processing (which is the case this thesis treats) the permitted deviation
of the target level is ± 1 LU according to EBU Tech 3343 [9].

Momentary loudness, short-term loudness and integrated loudness are lin-
early proportional to the gain. If the average programme loudness does not meet
the target level a constant gain, equal to the difference between the target level
and the measured loudness, can be applied to the programme in order to correct
the loudness level, as shown in Example 4.1. This is referred to as file-based
loudness normalisation.

23
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Example 4.1: File-Based Loudness Normalisation
Let x be an audio signal with an integrated loudness of LIx and let the target

loudness be LT = −23 LUFS. Then the loudness error is edB = LIx − LT . The error
can be removed by applying a gain of −edB. This is achieved by multiplying the

signal with 10
−edB

20 , in linear scale. Thus y = 10
−23−LIx

20 x has an integrated loudness
of LIy ' −23 LUFS.

4.2 Maximum Permitted True Peak Level

EBU R128 recommends that the maximum true peak level of a programme should
not exceed -1 dBTP in order to provide a small headroom and avoid clipping of
transients as explained in Section 2.1. Compared to Q-PPM the maximum true
peak level is a much more accurate estimate of the maximum amplitude of a sig-
nal. Therefore the headroom can be reduced from 9 dB (as in the case of the
Q-PPM) to 1 dB (as in the case of the maximum true peak level), enabling more
dynamics in the audio signal. The maximum true peak level is intended to be
measured after loudness normalisation in order to prevent clipping. [9]

4.3 Maximum Momentary and Short-Term Loudness

EBU Tech 3343 [9] states that the maximum momentary and maximum short-
term loudness of a programme can be utilised when characterising and normalis-
ing the audio. The maximum momentary and short-term loudness are the high-
est momentary and short-term loudness level, respectively, measured in a pro-
gramme.

Because different programme genres have different characteristics the guide-
lines of normalisation differs somewhat between the genres. For example, feature
films often have a large dynamic range and loudness range, whilst commercials
often have a lower dynamic range. Therefore EBU R128s1 [10] recommends that
short-form content should not exceed the maximum short-term loudness of -18
LUFS. Short-form content, e.g. most commercials, is programmes of short dura-
tion (up to approximatly 2 minutes, but typically shorter than 30 seconds).

4.4 Loudness Range

EBU R128 [4] does not state any limits or permitted maximum values of loudness
range. The loudness range between different programmes and genres can vary a
lot. However, loudness range can be used to characterise the loudness properties
of a programme in more detail. For example, feature films often have a large
loudness range [9]. According to EBU R128s1 the loudness range of short-form
content is not applicable, because there are too few data point to derive a mean-
ingful value [10].
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4.5 Summary of Permitted Values

A short summary of the permitted measurement levels specified in EBU R128 [4]
is shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Permitted minimum and maximum levels specified in EBU R128.

Measurement Minimum Maximum
Momentary loudness not specified not specified
Short-term loudness not specified -18 LUFS (short-form content)

Integrated loudness (file-based) -23.5 LUFS -22.5 LUFS
Integrated loudness (live) -24 LUFS -22 LUFS

Loudness range not specified not specified
Maximum true peak level not specified -1 dBTP





5
Implementation and Analysis

Methods

This chapter explains the methods to implement and evaluate the performance
of the measurement algorithms and the algorithms to adaptively normalise the
loudness. Each section explains the essential parts of the work and what decisions
were made.

5.1 Implementation of Audio Characterization
Algorithms

The algorithms stated in Chapter 3 for measuring programme loudness, loudness
range and maximum true peak level were implemented in Matlab. The Matlab
code for these implementations are listed in Apendix B. These algorithms are
part of the standard EBU R128 [4]. EBU R128 includes several compliance tests
to make sure the measurement algorithms work appropriate. The implemented
algorithms fulfill all the compliance tests stated in EBU Tech 3341 [7], EBU Tech
3342 [8] and ITU-R BS.2217 [2].

To pass compliance test 12 and 13 in EBU Tech 3341 [7] the live metering up-
date rate of the momentary loudness, defined in Section 3.1.1, needed to be suf-
ficiently large (around 50 Hz). The update rate of the live metering momentary
loudness is however unspecified in EBU R128 [4]. The update rate determines
the resolution of the live metering, i.e. the capability to correctly meter loudness
peaks of short duration. In some compliance tests the resolution needed to be suf-
ficiently large to correctly meter all peaks. Even though not all compliance tests
were passed using lower update rates, a lower update rate of 10 Hz was used in
the implemented algorithms defined in Chapter 6. This because the computa-
tional time was reduced, the complexity of the adaptive loudness normalisation
algorithm was reduced and the differences of the outputs were small.

27
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5.2 Implementation of Feedforward Loudness
Control Algorithm

To normalise the loudness level of a signal a feedforward control algorithm was
developed and implemented in Matlab. The algorithm utilizes the fact that pro-
gramme loudness is linearly proportional to the signal’s gain, as explained in
Section 4.1, and normalises the audio by applying an appropriate gain. The algo-
rithm is explained in Section 6.1.

Attempts to implement a feedback control algorithm were made. However the
feedback controllers were rejected because of their bad output. The fundamental
reason for this was that the feedback systems compensate past loudness errors by
applying an opposite future loudness error. The final average loudness might be
correct, but the dynamics of the signal were completely ruined.

5.3 Test Data

The adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm was developed from and is based
on statistical analyses of a test data set containing audiovisual broadcasts. The
test data set was obtained from recordings of commercial broadcasts, mainly
from different countries in Europe and some from North America and South
Africa. The recordings were provided as files by WISI Norden AB and contained
the same information in the same format as when broadcasted. The format was
MPEG transport stream (TS), which is e.g. used in the standards of Digital Video
Broadcasting (DVB), Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) and Inter-
net Protocol television (IPTV). All transport streams included stereo audio with
sampling frequency 48 kHz.

The transport streams were converted to Waveform Audio File Format (WAV),
containing uncompressed linear PCM audio. The conversion was made in VLC
media player. The programmes within the WAV files were individually extracted
into separate WAV files, which form the set of test data. Each commercial, bum-
ber, main entertainment programme, etc. is considered to be an individual pro-
gramme throughout this thesis. The extraction of programmes was made by read-
ing the WAV files into vectors in Matlab. The beginning and end of a programme
were located by identifying fade-outs and fade-ins of the signal. A fade-in is a
gradually increase of signal level starting from silence and a fade-out is a grad-
ually decrease of signal level ending in silence. Fade-ins and fade-outs are nor-
mally applied when beginning and ending a programme, respectively. When the
part of the signal vector belonging to a programme was located it was saved to
a new WAV file using Matlab. More information about the test data is found in
Appendix A.
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5.4 Identification of Programme Transitions

When normalising the average programme loudness there is a significant advan-
tage to know the time instant of the programme transitions. By knowing the pro-
gramme transitions it is possible to measure the integrated loudness of each pro-
gramme individually and let the feedforward controller adjust the output gain
accordingly.

Digitally coded broadcasts, e.g. DVB, contains certain information about the
broadcast, such as electronic programme guides. This information is transmit-
ted together with the broadcast and is referred to as metadata. However the
metadata does not contain any useful information about the time instants of
the programme transitions. Therefore signal tendencies occurring around pro-
gramme transitions were investigated and exploited. As described in Section
5.3 programmes usually fade in and fade out at the beginning and end of a pro-
gramme. Also different programmes have different signal characteristics. These
tendencies were identified by processing the input signal in a numerous ways and
statistically analyse the processed signals in Matlab. The analysis, presented in
Section 6.2.1, was based on the test data set presented in Section 5.3 above. The
processed signals used to identify and detect programme transitions are defined
in Section 6.2.

5.5 Implementation of Adaptive Parameter
Configuration Algorithm

As explained in Section 5.4 there is a significant advantage to know at what time
instants the programme transitions occur. In this thesis programme transitions
are detected by processing the input audio signal. To exploit this information
an algorithm that changes the parameters of the feedforward controller was de-
veloped. The adaptive parameter configuration algorithm essentially resets the
feedforward controller when a programme transition is detected. This makes the
feedforward controller adjust the output gain solely based on the loudness of the
current programme and not the average loudness of the previous programmes.
The algorithm is explained in more detail in Section 6.3.

In practice the feedforward control algorithm and the adaptive parameter con-
figuration algorithm are implemented into one algorithm and jointly referred to
as the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm. However they are described as
two separate algorithms in this thesis. The algorithms are implemented in Mat-
lab and constitutes the major contributions of this thesis. The Matlab code for
the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm is listed in Appendix B.





6
Algorithms for Adaptive Loudness

Normalisation

This chapter proposes algorithms for adaptive loudness normalisation. The adap-
tive loudness normalisation algorithm consists of two distinct algorithms that
work jointly. The first algorithm is the feedforward loudness control algorithm,
described in Section 6.1, that controls the loudness by applying an output gain
to the audio. The second algorithm is the adaptive parameter configuration al-
gorithm, described in Section 6.3, that adaptively configures the parameters of
the feedforward loudness control algorithm. The algorithms described in this
chapter were developed for this thesis and together form the adaptive loudness
normalisation algorithm.

6.1 Feedforward Loudness Control

The feedforward loudness control algorithm measures the integrated loudness of
an input audio signal and adjusts its gain accordingly. The integrated loudness,
explained in Section 3.1.2, is regularly measured every 0.1 seconds from start to
the current time instant. A simplified block diagram of the feedforward loudness
control system is shown in Figure 6.1.

x[n]

Calculate
Loudness Error

Feedforward
Gain Control

× y[n]

ei Glin[n]

Figure 6.1: Simplified block diagram of feedforward loudness control sys-
tem.

Let Ru = 10 Hz be the update rate, i.e. the iteration rate of the algorithm, and
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i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . } be the i-th iteration. The algorithm is terminated when the input
signal reaches its end. Ru = 10 Hz was chosen to be the same update rate as for
integrated loudness, as explained in Section 3.1.2. Every iteration (0.1 seconds)
the integrated loudness is calculated, resulting in a new gating block input every
iteration. After calculating the integrated loudness of iteration i, the error with
respect to integrated loudness is calculated and an adjustment gain is applied to
the output samples until the next iteration.

Let x[n], n ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . }, be the PCM input signal and fs be the sampling fre-
quency. x[n] may consist of several audio channels, as explained in Section 3.1.
Recall that if x[n], n ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . }, is a stereo signal, then x[n] = (xL[n], xR[n]),
where xL[n] is the n-th left channel input sample and xR[n] is the n-th right chan-
nel input sample.

The beginning of iteration i corresponds to sample n = i fsRu and the end of

iteration i corresponds to sample n = (i + 1) fsRu − 1. Thus i denotes the iteration
number, but also corresponds to a specific time instance.

The integrated loudness of the i-th iteration is given by the scalar

LI i = integrated loudness of


x[(i0 − 0.4Ru) fsRu + 1]

x[(i0 − 0.4Ru) fsRu + 2]
...

x[i fsRu + λ]


, (6.1)

where i0 is the integration start iteration and λ is the look-ahead. The look-ahead
is the number of future samples that is included in the measurement. Thus the
integration starts from 0.4 seconds before the beginning of iteration i0 and ends
at the beginning of the current iteration plus the duration of the look-ahead.

The loudness error of the i-th iteration is given by

ei = LI i − LT , (6.2)

in dB scale, where LT is the target loudness.
Let the parameters α and ρ be the attack and release, respectively, measured

in dB/sec. The attack determines how fast the algorithm decreases the signal
gain and the release determines how fast the algorithm increases the signal gain.
The parameters of the algorithm, the loudness error and the output gain defined
below are given in dB scale for easy interpretation of parameter configurations
and analysis of output results.

Let Gi be the adjustment gain for the i-th iteration in dB scale. The adjustment
gain Gi+1 is calculated by

Gi+1 =


Gi + ρ

Ru
, if ei + Gi < −GT H

Gi , if |ei + Gi | ≤ GT H
Gi − α

Ru
, if ei + Gi > GT H

, (6.3)
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where GT H is the gain threshold. The gain threshold prevents gain changes if
|ei + Gi | ≤ GT H , thus the gain remains constant until the next iteration. The gain
threshold is applied to prevent gain variations when LI i has stabilized. In this
thesis GT H = 0.5 dB is used.

To make smooth gain transitions and avoid strange artifacts (e.g. clicking
noise) in the audio a linear gain change is applied between iterations. Let GdB[n]
be the sample adjustment gain for sample n in dB scale.

The output gain for the samples between the current and next iteration is calcu-
lated by

GdB[i
fs
Ru

+ m] = m
Ru(Gi+1 − Gi)

fs
+ Gi , m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,

fS
Ru
} . (6.4)

The output gain for the samples between the current and next iteration are only

calculated once. Let Glin[n] = 10
GdB[n]

20 be the sample adjustment gain for sample
n in linear scale.

The output PCM audio signal is given by

y[n] = Glin[n]x[n] , (6.5)

as shown in Figure 6.1. The steps of the algorithm are shown in Algorithm 6.1.
Example 6.1 shows how the algorithm acts on an example signal.

Algorithm 6.1 Feedforward Loudness Control Algorithm
i = 1
While not at end of input x[n]

Calculate LI i according to (6.1)

Calculate ei according to (6.2)

Calculate Gi+1 according to (6.3)

Calculate GdB[i fsRu + m], m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , fsRu } according to (6.4)

Convert to Glin[i fsRu + m], m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , fsRu }

Calculate and output PCM audio y[i fsRu + m], m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , fsRu } according to
(6.5)

i := i + 1

End While
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Example 6.1: Feedforward Loudness Control
This example demonstrates the behaviour of the feedforward loudness control

algorithm.
Let the input signal x[n] be two consecutive sine waves with two different

amplitudes as shown in Figure 6.2A. When λ = 0, α = 10 dB/sec, ρ = 6 dB/sec,
LT = −23 LUFS and GT H = 0.5 dB, the error ei and the gain Gi after iterating
through the algorithm are shown in Figure 6.3. The output y[n] is shown in
Figure 6.2B.
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Figure 6.2: A: Input signal time domain plot. B: Output signal time domain
plot.
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Figure 6.3: Time domain plot of gain and error in feedforward loudness
control algorithm.
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It can be observed that Gi starts changing 0.1 seconds after ei starts changing.
This is because Gi+1 is calculated by ei and the time between each iteration is 0.1
seconds. Also note that Gi increases by ρ = 6 dB/sec while ei +Gi < −GT H = −0.5
dB and then stays constant as long as |ei + Gi | ≤ GT H = 0.5 dB, as expected.
Subsequently Gi decreases by α = 10 dB/sec when ei + Gi > GT H = 0.5 dB. The
stair-like pattern ofGi that occurs in the end is because the state switches between
|ei + Gi | ≤ GT H = 0.5 dB and ei + Gi > GT H = 0.5 dB.

6.1.1 Initial Values

• The algorithm can not calculate ei for iterations i ≤ 3 − λRufs because inte-

grated loudness needs a signal duration of at least 4
Ru

= 0.4 seconds. There-

fore ei = 0 for i = 1, . . . , 3 − λRufs and Gi = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , 4 − λRufs .

• When initiating the algorithm i0 = 0.4Ru .

• In this thesis LT = −23 LUFS, which is the target loudness proposed in EBU
R128 [4].

• In this thesis GT H = 0.5 dB.

6.2 Programme Transition Identification

This section explains the methods developed in this thesis to detect the transition
between two consecutive programmes. Programme transitions can be identified
by processing and analysing the input signal. The methods are justified by sta-
tistical analyses. The statistics are derived from the test data set presented in
Section 5.3 and Appendix A.

Define Ru , fs, i, λ and x[n] as in Section 6.1.

The momentary loudness of the i-th iteration is given by the scalar

LMi = momentary loudness of


x[(i − 0.4Ru) fsRu + λ + 1]

x[(i − 0.4Ru) fsRu + λ + 2]
...

x[i fsRu + λ]


. (6.6)

The short-term loudness of the i-th iteration is given by the scalar

LSi = short-term loudness of


x[(i − 3Ru) fsRu + λ + 1]

x[(i − 3Ru) fsRu + λ + 2]
...

x[i fsRu + λ]


. (6.7)
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Thus LMi and LSi , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , are live metered momentary and short-term
loudness measurements of x[n], as explained in Section 3.1.1.

The difference between the short-term and momentary loudness of the i-th itera-
tion is given by

L∆i = LSi − LMi . (6.8)

The absolute change in momentary loudness of the i-th iteration is given by

∆LMi = |LMi − LMi−1| . (6.9)

The absolute change in short-term loudness of the i-th iteration is given by

∆LSi = |LSi − LSi−1| . (6.10)

The crest factor is the ratio between the peak amplitude and the root mean
square (RMS) of a signal. The crest factor of the time window [i − Ruw, i − Ruw +
1, . . . , i], where w is the duration of the time window, is calculated each iteration.

The momentary loudness crest factor of the i-th iteration is given by

CLM i =
max(LMi−RuwM , LMi−RuwM+1, . . . , LMi)√
1

RuwM
(L2
Mi−RuwM + L2

Mi−RuwM+1 + · · · + L2
Mi)

, (6.11)

where wM is the window length of the momentary loudness crest factor in sec-
onds.

The short-term loudness crest factor of the i-th iteration is given by

CLS i =
max(LSi−RuwS , LMi−RuwS+1, . . . , LMi)√
1

RuwS
(L2
Mi−RuwS + L2

Mi−RuwS+1 + · · · + L2
Mi)

, (6.12)

where wS is the window length of the short-term loudness crest factor in seconds.
In this document the signals L∆i , ∆LMi , CLM i , ∆LSi and CLS i are referred to

as the programme transition identification signals (PTIS). Example 6.2 shows the
PTIS-s of an example signal.

Example 6.2: Programme Transition Identification Signals
Let the input x[n] be the signal shown in Figure 2.2, fs = 48 kHz, Ru = 10

Hz, λ = 0 and wM = wS = 1.6 seconds. The input consists of two concatenated
consecutive programmes. The signals LMi , ∆LMi and CLM i calculated from x[n]
are shown in Figure 6.4. The signals LSi , ∆LSi and CLS i are shown in Figure 6.5
and L∆i is shown in Figure 6.6B.

Note that the absolute change in loudness shown in Figure 6.4B and 6.5B, the
difference in momentary and short-term loudness shown in Figure 6.6B and the
loudness crest factor shown in Figure 6.4C and 6.5C all contain significant peaks
at the programme transition or close to the programme transition. These peaks
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occur because of signal tendencies occurring around programme transitions and
could be exploited to detect programme transitions.
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Figure 6.4: A: Momentary loudness. B: Absolute change in momentary loud-
ness. C: Momentary loudness crest factor.
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Figure 6.5: A: Short-term loudness. B: Absolute change in short-term loud-
ness. C: Short-term loudness crest factor.
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Figure 6.6: A: Momentary and short-term loudness. B: Difference between
short-term loudness and momentary loudness.

6.2.1 Statistics of Programme Transitions

This section presents a statistical analysis of how the programme transition iden-
tification signals (PTIS), defined in section 6.2 above, correlates with programme
transitions. The presented statistics are computed using the input signal realiza-
tion x[n], consisting of concatenated consecutive programmes randomized from
the set of test data presented in Section 5.3 and Appendix A. The total duration of
x[n] is 2 hours, 28 minutes and 10 seconds and contains 100 unique programmes.
If a programme from the set of test data is incomplete, i.e. the signal only consists
of the beginning or end of a programme, the incomplete part of the programme
is not considered to be a programme transition. The realization x[n] contains 91
programme transitions.

Let Λi be a signal containing a square pulse of duration 3 seconds at each
programme transition, as shown in Example 6.3. This signal is an ideal signal
for detecting programme transitions, because it only contains peaks at the loca-
tions of the transitions. Λi is used in this analysis to investigate if the realization
x[n] correlates with the programme transitions. The duration of 3 seconds is ar-
bitrarily chosen, but is set to catch differences in time offset between peaks and
programme transitions when they are cross-correlated as shown below, assuming
the offset is less than 3 seconds. Too long (& 5 seconds) or too short (. 1 second)
duration might result in inaccurate estimation.
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Example 6.3: Ideal Programme Transition Identification Signal
If x[n] consists of two consecutive programmes and the programme transition

occurs at n = tfs, corresponding to iteration i = tRu . Then the ideal programme
transition identification signal is defined by

Λi =

1, if (t − 1.5)Ru ≤ i ≤ (t + 1.5)Ru
0, otherwise.

The PTIS-s L∆i , ∆LMi , CLM i , ∆LSi and CLS i are calculated from x[n], with wM =
wS = 1.6 seconds.

The cross-correlation between a PTIS fi and Λi is given by

(f ? Λ)j =
∞∑

i=−∞
fiΛi+j , (6.13)

where fi and Λi are real-valued.

The mean value of a signal fi is given by

µf =
1
N

N∑
i=1

fi , (6.14)

where N is the total number of iterations.
To analyse if the PTIS-s are correlated with the programme transitions the

cross-correlation between each PTIS and the ideal signal Λi is calculated. If the
PTIS correlates with the programme transitions the cross-correlation between
the PTIS and Λi should contain a significant peak close to j = 0, as defined in
(6.13), indicating that the PTIS contains significant signal energy close to the
programme transitions. The index j is commonly referred to as lag. By def-
inition some of the PTIS-s have a positive mean. To remove linear trends in
the cross-correlation, for easier interpretation, this mean value is removed be-
fore cross-correlating. The cross-correlation after removing the mean is given by
(f − µf ) ? (g − µg ).

The cross-correlations of the PTIS-s calculated from the realization x[n] and
the ideal signal Λi after removing the mean are shown in Figure 6.7. Note that
all cross-correlations contain a significant peak close to Lag = 0 seconds, thus the
peaks in the PTIS-s are highly correlated with the programme transitions. The
lag position of the peak also indicates when it is probable that the transition will
be detected from the corresponding signal. For example, in Figure 6.7E the peak
is located at Lag = 1.7 seconds, indicating that the peaks of CLS i is probable to
occur a short time after the programme transitions.

Several PTIS-s may be used together when identifying programme transitions.
Assume that two of the PTIS-s have a significant peak at the same time instance.
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Figure 6.7: Cross-correlation after removing mean value of programme tran-
sition identification signals and the ideal signal Λi . A: Maximum peak value
at Lag = -0.2 seconds. B: Maximum peak value at Lag = 0.1 seconds. C: Max-
imum peak value at Lag = 1.4 seconds. D: Maximum peak value at Lag = 0.7
seconds. E: Maximum peak value at Lag = 1.7 seconds.

If the two PTIS-s are highly correlated the probability of a programme transition
occurring at that time instance is not significantly higher than if just one PTIS
had a significant peak. On the other hand the probability would be higher if the
two PTIS-s were uncorrelated. Therefore the correlation between the PTIS-s are
analysed.

The linear correlation between two signals fi and gi is calculated by the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient, which is given by

rf g =

∑N
i=1(fi − µf )(gi − µg )√∑N

i=1(fi − µf )2
√∑N

i=1(gi − µg )2
, (6.15)

where N is the total number of iterations. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient
measures the linear correlation between two signals. If rf g = 0 there is no lin-
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ear correlation. The further rf g is from 0, the more correlated are the signals.
rf g = ±1 corresponds to total correlation. The correlations between the PTIS-s
calculated from the realization x[n] are shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Pearson’s correlation coefficient between a realization of the pro-
gramme transition identification signals.

L∆i ∆LMi ∆LSi CLM i CLS i
L∆i 1 0.27 -0.01 0.24 0.09
∆LMi 0.27 1 0.20 0.32 0.08
∆LSi -0.01 0.20 1 0.04 0.36
CLM i 0.24 0.32 0.04 1 0.20
CLS i 0.09 0.08 0.36 0.20 1

6.2.2 Crest Factor Window Length

This section presents an analysis to find the optimal crest factor window length.
The input signal x[n] is the same realization as used in Section 6.2.1 above.

Let pf (a) = P (Transition|fi > a) be the transition probability, i.e. the probabil-
ity that iteration i is close to a programme transition conditioned that the PTIS
fi is greater than a. What is considered to be close to a programme transition is
arbitrarily, but is here considered to be within 2 seconds before and 5 seconds af-
ter the time instant of a programme transition. Let the maximum peak occurring
within 2 seconds before and 5 seconds after a programme transition be referred
to as a transition peak. Let p̂f (a) be an estimate of pf (a).

The transition probability is estimated by

p̂f (a) =
Number of transition peaks > a

Total number of peaks > a
. (6.16)

The window lengths wM , wS = 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.2 were compared for p̂CLM (a) and
p̂CLS

(a) to find the optimal window length. The estimated transition probabilities
of CLM i and CLS i with a normalised horizontal axis are shown in Figure 6.8.

The horizontal axis is normalised to

Horizontal axis =
Number transition peaks ≤ a

Total number of transition peaks
,

thus the horizontal axis is the proportion of transition peaks less or equal to a.
For example, if the horizontal axis value is 0.7 and the vertical axis value is 0.6
for a given a (as for wM = 1.6 seconds in Figure 6.8A), then 30% of all transition
peaks are greater than a and 60% of all peaks greater than a are transition peaks.
The transition probability pf (a) is assumed to be a monotonically increasing func-
tion, i.e. assumed to increase when increasing a. However this is not true for all
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Figure 6.8: Estimated transition probability using different crest factor win-
dow lengths. The horizontal axis is normalised to show the proportion of
transition peaks less or equal to a given value of the crest factor. A: Esti-
mated transition probability of CLM i . B: Estimated transition probability of
CLS i .

values of a in the estimated transition probability and may be due to inaccurate
estimation or false assumptions.

The estimated optimal crest factor window length given a proportion of tran-
sition peaks is the curve with the highest probability. As shown in Figure 6.8 the
estimated optimal window length is different for different proportions of tran-
sition peaks (horizontal axis value) and therefore difficult to decide. However
wM = wS = 1.6 seconds has a high estimated probability for most values and was
therefore chosen in the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm.

6.2.3 Programme Transition Probability

This section presents an estimate of the probability that a programme transition
occurs, given the values of all the PTIS-s. The estimate is calculated using the
same realization x[n] as in Section 6.2.1.

By extending the dimension of the transition probability defined in Section
6.2.2 the probability of a transition, conditioned the values of all PTIS-s, can be
estimated. Because the transition peaks of the PTIS-s may occur at different time
instants close to each other the transition probability function needs to consider
this. For example, if a programme transition occurs at i = 100, ∆LMi may have
a significant transition peak at i = 97 and CLS i may have a significant transition
peak at i = 108. Assuming the time offset between significant transition peaks of
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the PTIS-s at a programme transition is less or equal to 3 seconds we define the
following variables:

A1 = max(L∆i−3Ru , L∆i−3Ru+1, . . . , L∆i) (6.17a)

A2 = max(∆LMi−3Ru ,∆LMi−3Ru+1, . . . ,∆LMi) (6.17b)

A3 = max(∆LSi−3Ru ,∆LSi−3Ru+1, . . . ,∆LSi) (6.17c)

A4 = max(CLM i−3Ru , CLM i−3Ru+1, . . . , CLM i) (6.17d)

A5 = max(CLS i−3Ru , CLS i−3Ru+1, . . . , CLS i) , (6.17e)

Thus Aj , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5}, is the maximum value of the corresponding PTIS that
has occurred within the previous 3 seconds.

Define the probability of a transition, given that the recent maximum values of
the PTIS-s Aj are greater than aj , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5}, as

p(a1, a2, . . . , a5) = P (Transition|A1 > a1, A2 > a2, . . . , A5 > a5) (6.18)

Let p̂(a1, a2, . . . , a5) be an estimate of p(a1, a2, . . . , a5). To reduce the number of
computed values when estimating p(a1, a2, . . . , a5) we only compute p̂(a1, a2, . . . , a5)
for 5 discrete values of each aj , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5}. Thus we estimate the probabil-
ity in a five-dimensional array with five elements in each dimension, resulting
in 55 = 3125 combinations of a1, a2 . . . , a5. The discrete values of aj are chosen
to be linearly spaced, including −∞. The estimated transition probability are
computed for

a1, a2, a3 ∈ {−∞,
k(maximum transition peak)

5
}, k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} ,

and

a4, , a5 ∈ {−∞,
k(maximum transition peak − 1)

5
+ 1}, k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} .

The resulting values of aj are

a1 ∈ {−∞, 17.9214, 35.8429, 53.7643, 71.6858} (6.19a)

a2 ∈ {−∞, 17.3460, 34.6921, 52.0381, 69.3842} (6.19b)

a3 ∈ {−∞, 7.3819, 14.7639, 22.1458, 29.5278} (6.19c)

a4 ∈ {−∞, 1.4734, 1.9468, 2.4201, 2.8935} (6.19d)

a5 ∈ {−∞, 1.2526, 1.5052, 1.7579, 2.0105} . (6.19e)

The estimated transition probability is given by

p̂(a1, a2, . . . , a5) =
Number of transitions where A1 > a1, A2 > a2, . . . , A5 > a5

Total number of times where A1 > a1, A2 > a2, . . . , A5 > a5
,

(6.20)
for each combination of a1, a2, . . . , a5 over the realization x[n]. In Example 6.4 the
estimated transition probability p̂(a1, a2, . . . , a5) is visualised for a1, a2 and a1, a3.
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Example 6.4: Transition Probability
In this example the estimated transition probability is visualised for a1, a2 and
a1, a3. The estimated transition probabilities

p̂(a1, a2,−∞,−∞,−∞)

and

p̂(a1,−∞, a3,−∞,−∞)

are shown in Figure 6.9 and 6.10, respectively. The transition probability p(a1, a2, . . . , a5)
is assumed to be a monotonically increasing function. However this is not true
for all values of aj in the estimated transition probability p̂(a1, a2, . . . , a5) and may
be due to inaccurate estimation or false assumption.

In Figure 6.9 the estimate is dependent of L∆i and ∆LMi and in Figure 6.10
the estimate is dependent of L∆i and ∆LSi . The maximum probability in the first
figure is 0.75 and the maximum probability in the second figure is 1, thus the
second figure includes the highest probability. This is most likely connected with
the fact that L∆i and ∆LMi are highly correlated and L∆i and ∆LSi are almost
uncorrelated, as shown in Table 6.1.

In this example the estimated probability is visualised as a function in a three-
dimensional space by keeping all but two arguments fixed. By keeping all five
arguments variable one may picture the estimated probability as a function in a
six-dimensional space. However this can not be visualised in a good way.
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6.3 Adaptive Parameter Configuration

This section explains the algorithm used to adaptively configure the parameters
i0, α and ρ of the feedforward loudness controller described in Section 6.1. The
algorithm calculates the PTIS-s defined in Section 6.2 and compares them with
a lookup table of the estimated transition probability defined in (6.20). If the
estimated probability of a programme transition is sufficiently high the algorithm
considers that a programme transition has occurred and resets the integrated
loudness calculation of the feedforward controller.

Define Ru , fs, i, λ and x[n] as in Section 6.1, the PTIS-s L∆i , ∆LMi , ∆LSi , CLM i
and CLS i as in Section 6.2 and Aj , aj , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5} and p̂(a1, a2, . . . , a5) as in
Section 6.2.3.

Let Ai be the discrete set of a1, a2, . . . , a5 defined in (6.19a) to (6.19e) that ful-
fill A1 > a1, A2 > a2, . . . , A5 > a5 at iteration i.

The estimated transition probability for iteration i is given by

p̂i = max(p̂(a1, a2, . . . , a5)), aj ∈ Ai , (6.21)

where p̂(a1, a2, . . . , a5) is the predefined lookup table. By taking the maximum
value of p̂(a1, a2, . . . , a5) for all combinations of a1, a2, . . . , a5 ∈ Ai the result be-
comes a monotonically increasing function, as assumed.

Let pT H be the probability threshold. When p̂i ≥ pT H and i − i0 > 3Ru the
integration start iteration i0, defined in (6.1), is set to the current iteration. Thus
when a programme transition is detected the feedforward controller, explained
in Section 6.1, restarts the integrated loudness calculation from 0.4 seconds (the
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minimum input duration) before the current time instant. In this way the output
gain is not dependent of previous programmes, assuming that the programme
transition is detected. The second condition i − i0 > 3Ru is applied to prevent
several integrated loudness restarts within a short time, arbitrarily chosen to 3
seconds.

If a programme transition is detected the gain of the feedforward controller
should change fast in order to correct the output loudness as fast as possible.
However, fast gain change may sound annoying if applied at the wrong time
instant. Therefore the attack and release, defined in Section 6.1, is made variable.
Let αmax and ρmax be the maximum attack and release, respectively, and αmin and
ρmin be the minimum attack and release, respectively. Furthermore let α̇ and ρ̇ be
the rate of decrease in attack and release, respectively, measured in dB/sec/sec.
When a programme transition is detected the attack and release is set to α =
αmax and ρ = ρmax. Subsequently the attack and release linearly decreases by α̇
and ρ̇ until α = αmin and ρ = ρmin. The parameters has to fulfill the following
conditions in order to work correctly:

0 < αmin < αmax
0 < ρmin < ρmax
0 ≤ α̇ < Ruαmin
0 ≤ ρ̇ < Ruρmin
0 < pT H ≤ 1

0 ≤ λ
αmin
Ru

< GT H

ρmin
Ru

< GT H .

The steps of the algorithm are shown in Algorithm 6.2. Algorithm 6.1 and
6.2 together form the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm. The steps in-
side the while-loop of Algorithm 6.2 should be executed before the steps inside
the while-loop of Algorithm 6.1. The algorithms may be merged into one mutual
while-loop, as shown in the code listing in Appendix B. Example 6.5 shows how
the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm acts around a programme transi-
tion.

Example 6.5: Adaptive Loudness Normalisation
This example shows how the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm acts if

a programme transition is detected.
Let the input x[n] be two consecutive programmes. In this example we are

only interested of the time instance around the programme transition. Let Ru =
10 Hz λ = 0, wM = wS = 1.6 seconds, GT H = 0.5 dB, pT H = 0.8, αmax = ρmax = 3
dB/s, αmin = ρmin = 0.2 dB/sec and α̇ = ρ̇ = 1 dB/sec/sec.

The estimated transition probability p̂i after iterating through the adaptive
loudness normalisation algorithm is shown in Figure 6.11A. Note that p̂i exceeds
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the probability threshold right after the programme transition, resulting in a de-
tected programme transition and a restart of the integrated loudness calculation.
This restart can be observed as an abrupt change in the error signal ei as shown in
Figure 6.11B. Note that the gain Gi changes as the error signal changes. Also note
that the derivative (attack and release) of Gi decreases with time. This decrease
is determined by α̇ and ρ̇.
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Figure 6.11: A: Transition probability given the programme transition iden-
tification signals after iterating through the adaptive loudness normalisation
algorithm. B: Error and gain signal after iterating through the adaptive loud-
ness normalisation algorithm.
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Algorithm 6.2 Adaptive Parameter Configuration Algorithm
i = 1
α = αmax
ρ = ρmax
While not at end of input x[n]

Calculate L∆i , ∆LMi , ∆LSi , CLM i and CLS i according to (6.8),. . . ,(6.12)

Calculate A1, A2, . . . , A5 according to (6.17a),. . . ,(6.17e)

Calculate Ai as in Section 6.3

Calculate p̂i according to (6.21)

If p̂i ≥ pT H and i − i0 > 3Ru //True if programme transition

i0 := i //Reset integrated loudness

α := αmax //Set maximum attack

ρ := ρmax //Set maximum release

End If

If α > αmin

α := α − α̇
Ru

//Decrease attack

End If

If ρ > ρmin

ρ := ρ − ρ̇
Ru

//Decrease release

End If

i := i + 1

End While
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Results of Adaptive Loudness

Normalisation

This chapter presents the simulation results of the adaptive loudness normalisa-
tion algorithm, described in Chapter 6. The results are based on several simu-
lations where an input signal is fed to the adaptive loudness normalisation al-
gorithm. The input signals of the simulations were specifically recorded for this
thesis and are not part of the set of test data presented in Section 5.3. Thus the sta-
tistical analyses presented in Section 6.2 and 6.3 do not use the same inputs as the
simulation results. Two different input signals, containing several programmes
and commercial breaks, were recorded from two different commercial television
broadcasts in Sweden and used in the simulations. The inputs were converted
to WAV format without information loss. Thus the audio of the simulation input
signals remained identical to the broadcasts. The simulations were performed in
Matlab.

In all simulations pT H = 0.3, LT = −23 LUFS, GT H = 0.5 dB, αmax = 2 dB/sec,
ρmax = 1 dB/sec αmin = ρmin = 0.5 dB/sec and α̇ = ρ̇ = 0.5 dB/sec/sec. The simu-
lations are denoted with a capital letter specifying the input signal and a number
specifying the duration of the look-ahead λ. The simulations are performed for
look-aheads of duration 0, 1, 2 and 3 seconds. Thus simulation A2 refers to the
simulation with input signal A and look-ahead of duration 2 seconds.

Figure 7.1 to 7.8 show the output gain, defined in (6.3) in Section 6.1, of the
adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm in all simulations. The dashed line is
the output gain in an ideal normalisation algorithm, i.e. a gain equal to the nega-
tive error in average programme loudness of each programme. The ideal gain is
equivalent to file-based loudness normalisation, as explained in Section 4.1. The
programme transitions can be distinguished from the figures as the time instants
when the ideal gain (dashed line) changes. Table 7.1 and 7.2 show quantified
results, explained below, of the input and output signals in all simulations.
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7.1 Input Signal A

The input signal A has a duration of 33 minutes and 33 seconds and contains a re-
ality show with two commercial breaks. Input signal A contains 45 programmes
(each short-form programme such as commercial or trailer is considered to be a
programme). Table 7.1 shows the simulation results with input signal A. LRA1 is
the loudness range of the reality show before the first commercial break (the first
9 minutes) and LRA2 is the loudness range of the reality show between the two
commercial breaks (the 13-th to 25-th minute).

Table 7.1: Results of simulations with input signal A.

Simulation Input A0 A1 A2 A3
LI [LUFS] -24.84 -23.44 -23.51 -23.54 -23.54
MT P L [dBTP] -8.96 -6.98 -7.01 -7.05 -7.07
LRA1 [LU] 4.95 4.97 4.95 4.91 4.90
LRA2 [LU] 4.71 5.33 5.21 5.15 5.18
σ [LU] 1.31 1.29 1.21 1.15 1.15

The integrated loudness LI , defined in Section 3.1.2, of the whole input and
output signal is calculated in all simulations. The integrated loudness is calcu-
lated to show how far the average loudness is from the target loudness LT =
−23 LUFS. The algorithm should make the output average loudness be within
[−24,−22] LUFS according to the recommendations of EBU R128 [4], as discussed
in Section 4.1. Table 7.1 shows that the outputs of all simulations with input sig-
nal A meet this requirement and also make the output average loudness LI closer
to -23 LUFS compared to the input.

The maximum true peak level MT P L, defined in Section 3.3, is calculated for
each simulation output to make sure it does not exceed the maximum permitted
true peak level of -1 dBTP. If the maximum true peak level exceeds -1 dBTP the
output audio may be clipped, as described in Section 2.1. Table 7.1 shows that
all simulations with input signal A output a maximum true peak level below -1
dBTP and therefore do not risk being clipped.

The average programme loudness (integrated loudness, defined in Section
3.1.2) is calculated for each programme (each short-form programme is consid-
ered to be a programme). To quantify the variation of average programme loud-
ness the standard deviation of average programme loudness is calculated for each
input and output signal. The standard deviation is denoted σ . Thus σ quantifies
the variation in average programme loudness of all programmes in the input or
output signal. The main purpose of the adaptive loudness normalisation algo-
rithm is to decrease σ , implying that the variation in average programme loud-
ness has decreased. As shown in Table 7.1, the output variation in average pro-
gramme loudness decreased in all simulations with input signal A, compared to
the input. The variation in average programme loudness also decreased when
increasing the look-ahead, at least until the look-ahead reaches a duration of 2
seconds.
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Figure 7.1: Output gain signal of simulation A0.

The loudness range, defined in Section 3.2, is only presented for programmes
with a duration over 120 seconds, because programmes with less duration may
output inaccurate loudness range estimates due to too few data points. When
normalising it is important to retain the dynamics and loudness range of a pro-
gramme to not ruin the artistic intentions the producer had in mind. When the
adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm changes the loudness range it is due
to output gain inconsistencies within the programme, which is an unwanted be-
haviour. However gain inconsistencies does not imply changes in loudness range.
Therefore one should interpret the loudness range in the simulation results to-
gether with the gain signals in Figure 7.1 to 7.8.

As shown in Table 7.1, the input loudness range LRA1 and LRA2 of the reality
show is fairly small. The loudness range LRA1 is almost unchanged in all simula-
tions with input signal A. This is confirmed by the almost constant output gain of
the first 9 minutes shown in Figure 7.1 to 7.4. The loudness range LRA2 slightly
changed in simulation A0 to A3, implying that there are output gain inconsisten-
cies within the second long-term programme. As shown in Figure 7.1 and 7.4
the output gain as presumed changes between the 13-th and 25-th minute. The
figures also reveal a negative output gain peak in the middle of the programme.
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Figure 7.2: Output gain signal of simulation A1.
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Figure 7.3: Output gain signal of simulation A2.
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Figure 7.4: Output gain signal of simulation A3.
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7.2 Input Signal B

The input signal B has a duration of 30 minutes and 2 seconds and contains a
feature film and a commercial break. Input signal B contains 19 programmes.
Table 7.2 shows the simulation results with input signal B. LRA1 is the loudness
range of the film before the commercial break (the first 9 minutes) and LRA2 is
the loudness range of the film after the commercial break (the 17-th minute to
the end).

Table 7.2: Results of simulations with input signal B.

Simulation Input B0 B1 B2 B3
LI [LUFS] -22.28 -22.60 -22.77 -22.93 -22.93
MT P L [dBTP] -2.73 -0.88 -1.40 -1.90 -2.41
LRA1 [LU] 10.98 11.82 11.31 10.88 10.68
LRA2 [LU] 21.78 22.89 22.75 22.63 22.53
σ [LU] 0.47 0.74 0.82 0.49 0.42

As shown in Table 7.2, the integrated loudness LI of the outputs are within
[−24,−22] LUFS in all simulations with input signal B and therefore fulfills the
recommendations of EBU R128. The integrated loudness of the outputs are also
closer to -23 LUFS compared to the input. However simulation B0 outputs a max-
imum true peak level above -1 dBTP and therefore risks being clipped. The other
simulations output a maximum true peak level below -1 dBTP and do not risk
being clipped. The variation in average programme loudness increased in simu-
lation B0, B1 and B2 and slightly decreased in simulation B3. Thus simulation
B0, B1 and B2 did not improve the loudness inconsistencies.

As shown in Table 7.2, the input loudness range LRA1 and LRA2 of the feature
film is large. As shown in Figure 7.5 to 7.8, the output gain varies heavily within
the film (the first 9 minutes and 17-th minute to the end). This is also revealed in
Table 7.2, as the loudness range of the outputs changes compared to the input.
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Figure 7.5: Output gain signal of simulation B0.
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Figure 7.6: Output gain signal of simulation B1.
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Figure 7.7: Output gain signal of simulation B2.
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Figure 7.8: Output gain signal of simulation B3.
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Discussion

This chapter discusses and evaluates the simulation results in Chapter 7 and
method presented Chapter 5. Social aspects of possible applications of the adap-
tive loudness normalisation algorithm are also discussed.

8.1 Discussion of Results

As shown in Table 7.2, simulation B0 outputs a maximum true peak level above
-1 dBTP and therefore risks being clipped. A possible reason for this is that
the input signal contains a large dynamic range and that no look-ahead is used.
Large dynamic changes increases the probability of false programme transition
detections and may result in abrupt output gain changes within the programme.
Without look-ahead the algorithm is unable to foresee future signal events and
the output gain may falsely increase, resulting in output signal peaks exceeding
the permitted amplitude level.

One may discuss how important it is to retain the dynamics and have a con-
stant output gain depending on genre and programme. For example, in a feature
film the dynamics are often a big part of the cinematic experience, while in a live
broadcasting sports event the dynamics matter less. The question is how much
do the gain inconsistencies damage the viewer experience. The difference in out-
put gain within the second programme in the simulations with input signal A is
between 2 and 3 dB. This difference may be audible, however there are not any
abrupt changes except of one peak. In my opinion this gain change can be con-
sidered rather small for this type of content and won’t have any severe negative
effects on the output audio.

The reasons that the output gain varies heavily within the programmes of sim-
ulation B0 to B3 are the same as discussed above, that the film contains a lot of
dynamic changes and the algorithm is unable to foresee future signal events. The
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output gain varies over 8 dB within the programmes, which is clearly audible
and will damage the output audio and viewer experience. However during the
commercial break the output gain stays fairly constant. This is probably because
the commercials do not contain any large dynamic changes, making the normali-
sation easy.

The reason that the variation in average programme loudness increases in
simulation B0 to B2 is that input signal B was loudness normalised to begin with.
The algorithm is not able to improve the variation in loudness if there are almost
no variations. Thus the algorithm makes more damage than good.

By listening to the outputs of simulation A0, A1, A2 and A3 the improvements
are indeed audible, especially when increasing the look-ahead. The look-ahead af-
fects the duration between the time instant of the programme transition and the
time instance the output gain changes to normalise the upcoming programme, as-
suming the programme transition is detected. A too short look-ahead risks chang-
ing the output gain a short time after the programme transition. This is audible
when using no look-ahead in simulation A0. When increasing the look-ahead
these gain changes starts sooner, making the programme transitions smoother.
In the outputs of simulation A2 and A3 the output gain changes are in most
cases inaudible. The results show that simulation A2 and A3 output the same
variation in average programme loudness. However the programme transitions
in the output of simulation A3 sound a little bit smoother compared to A2.

8.2 Discussion of Method

The feedforward loudness control algorithm may be the simplest, yet the most
elegant solution to control the output loudness. As mentioned in Section 5.2,
unsuccessful attempts were made to implement a feedback loudness control al-
gorithm. There may exist more complex solutions to control the loudness, but
the simplest solution is often the best. Another solution to control the loudness
could be to use a dynamic range compressor, as explained in Section 2.2. The
drawbacks of using a compressor is that it changes the dynamic range of the sig-
nal.

The adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm, defined and explained in
Chapter 6, uses a lookup table of the estimated transition probability. The es-
timates were calculated from the set of test data presented in Section 5.3 and
Appendix A, consisting of a large variety of programmes and genres. If the genre
of the intended input signal would be known, an estimate only computed from
programmes of that specific genre might improve the detection of programme
transitions, thus improve the normalisation. The results of this thesis showed
that the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm improved the output of sig-
nals containing programmes of low dynamic range and loudness range, but wors-
ened the output of signals containing programmes of high dynamic range and
loudness range. Thus there is no need to include programmes of high dynamic
range and loudness range, such as feature films, in the estimation process, assum-
ing that the algorithm won’t be applied to such content. The estimates would
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also be more accurate by increasing the duration and number of programmes
included in the estimation. The transition probability was estimated from 100
unique programmes, which is a rather small data set. Increasing the data set by
10 or 100 times would probably greatly improve the accuracy of the estimate.

There may exist other parameter settings for the adaptive loudness normalisa-
tion algorithm that output better results. The maximum attack and release, αmax
and ρmax, determines how fast the gain changes when a programme transition
is detected. Fast gain changes enable smooth programme transitions. However a
fast gain change might make the output gain vary heavily before the algorithm ac-
quired enough input data to determine the correct output gain. Therefore there
is a trade off between speed and the ability to retain signal dynamics. The maxi-
mum release ρmax is set to be lower than the maximum attack αmax, because a pos-
itive gain change should be done with more care than a negative gain change. A
loud programme could for instance contain silent or quiet parts. If a programme
transition is detected right before a silent or quiet part the output gain will falsely
increase. Increasing the output gain also implies a risk of exceeding the output
maximum true peak level.

The parameters GT H , αmin, ρmin, α̇ and ρ̇ have minor effects on the behaviour
of the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm. Their functions are more im-
portant than their exact value. Therefore no further investigation were made on
the effects of varying their value.

The probability threshold pT H determines the certainty of detecting programme
transitions. By lowering pT H more programme transitions are detected, but also
falsely detected. There is a trade off between making incorrect detections and cor-
rect detections. The simulations showed that a fairly low probability threshold
output the best results. The programme detections are dependent on the esti-
mated lookup table, defined in (6.21) in Section 6.3. If another estimate is used
the optimal probability threshold may be different and should be reinvestigated.

The input signals in the simulation results were not used in the estimation
of the lookup table included in the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm.
Thus the simulation results presented in Chapter 7 are unbiased. Two additional
input signals were investigated, but not presented in this thesis, with similar
results that validated the conclusions in Chapter 9. The input signals of the sim-
ulations were limited to a duration around 30 minutes because of computational
limits. With more computational performance or more efficient algorithms the
results could be more reliable, by having input signals of longer duration, includ-
ing more programmes.

The results are presented in a quantified way such that the simulations are
easily comparable. The simulation results could be quantified in other ways as
well. To validate that the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm actually
improves the output the results could be complemented with qualitative research.
A qualitative research could include a test group of people listening to the input
and output, to evaluate possible changes. The subjective opinions I have stated
above are biased and could be complemented with an unbiased test group of
people.
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8.3 Social Aspects

For several decades the loudness war has increased the loudness variations in
broadcasts. The victims are the viewers and listeners that are forced to endure
loud commercials with poor audio quality. The European Broadcasting Union
together with other parties have developed the standard EBU R128 [4] to change
the paradigm of audio normalisation and ensure equal average loudness between
all programmes. The final goal is that all broadcasts should have equal average
programme loudness. This requires a transition to the new loudness-levelling
paradigm. Producers and broadcasters need education in loudness normalisation
and governments need to legislate loudness requirements. This process might
take time and requires a transition period, taking one step at a time. In the tran-
sition period the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm could be applied at
the broadcaster or distributer end to help normalise the loudness without super-
vision of a human. Some countries may need more time to adapt to EBU R128
and are therefore in more need of such an algorithm.

Using the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm implies a risk of chang-
ing the dynamics within a programme. Changing the dynamics may interfere
with the artistic intentions of the producer. This evokes some of the following
questions:

• How large dynamic changes are considered to damage and interfere with
the artistic work? Is for example a small inaudible gain change considered
to interfere with the artistic work?

• Are some programmes considered more important and sensitive to dynamic
changes than others? Is it for example more important to retain the dynam-
ics of a feature film than a reality show?

• Does the location of the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm matter?
For example, does the television broadcaster have more authority to change
the dynamics than the television distributer?

These questions need to be discussed before implementing an adaptive loudness
normalisation algorithm in reality. Perhaps the algorithm needs more restrictions
before implementation.
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Conclusion

The purpose of this thesis was to develop an algorithm that adaptively normalises
the loudness in audiovisual broadcasts. The algorithm should use a small look-
ahead and retain the dynamic range and loudness range of the programmes.

By using the proper parameter settings the results tell that the algorithm
achieves loudness normalisation to some extent. The algorithm does not en-
sure perfect normalisation, but is shown to decrease the variation in average pro-
gramme loudness if the input signal contains significant variation in average pro-
gramme loudness. If the input signal does not contain much variation in average
programme loudness the algorithm might increase the variation in average pro-
gramme loudness. The algorithm also might change the dynamics and loudness
range of programmes, especially if the programmes contain significant dynamic
changes and large loudness range. Therefore it is not recommended to be used
on television channels broadcasting programmes with large dynamic changes be-
ing part of the cinematic experience, such as feature films and music television.
The duration of the look-ahead affects both the loudness normalisation and the
capability to retain the dynamics within a programme. Increasing the look-ahead
improves the output results.

9.1 Conclusion of Problem Statements

This section answers the problem statements in Section 1.3.

How can an adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm be implemented to
achieve equal average loudness between programmes?
The adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm, described in Chapter 6, uses a
feedforward controller that controls the loudness by adjusting the output gain.
By processing the input signal the algorithm detects programme transitions and
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adaptively configures how aggressively the feedforward controller changes the
output gain.

The algorithm can decrease the variation in average programme loudness of
broadcasts with varying average programme loudness. The algorithm does not
ensure equal average loudness between programmes, but may decrease the vari-
ation. If the broadcast already contains equal average loudness between pro-
grammes, the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm risks increasing the
variation in average programme loudness.

How does the length of the look-ahead affect the adaptive loudness normalisa-
tion?
By increasing the look-ahead of the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm
it is probable that the variation of average programme loudness decreases. In-
creasing the look-ahead increases the probability to achieve smooth programme
transitions, i.e. changing the output gain accordingly at the time instant of the
programme transitions. Increasing the look-ahead may also decrease the output
gain inconsistencies within a programme.

How does an adaptive loudness normalisation affect the loudness range of a
programme?
The adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm may slightly change the loudness
range of programmes due to output gain inconsistencies within the programme.
The risk and magnitude of gain inconsistencies within programmes is greater for
programmes with large dynamic range and loudness range.

How does an adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm affect the transition
between variously loud programmes
If the look-ahead of the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm is sufficiently
long (2-3 seconds) and the algorithm detects the programme transition, it is prob-
able that the output gain changes at the time instant of the programme transition
and that the loudness variation between the programmes will decrease. If the
look-ahead is short (0-1 seconds) and the algorithm detects the programme transi-
tion, it is probable that the output gain changes a short time after the programme
transition and the loudness variation between the programmes will decrease. If
the programme transition is not detected by the algorithm, the output gain risks
not to be changed accordingly and a loudness inconsistency may occur between
the programmes.

9.2 Future Research

To validate that the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm actually improves
the output a qualitative research could be done. A qualitative research would
include a test group of people listening to and comparing the input and output
audio of the algorithm. To further validate the results more simulations with
input signals of longer duration could be done.
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There are some parameters of the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm
that need to be set by the user. There may be a possibility to let these parame-
ters be adaptive, set by the algorithm dependent of past input signal segments,
making the algorithm truly adaptive. Another solution to this could be to de-
fine a set of parameter configurations dependent on the genre of the television
channel. Thus making the genre the only input parameter to the algorithm. In
a commercial implementation these solutions would be convenient to minimize
the parameter settings set by the user.

There may exist other ways to detect programme transitions than those pro-
posed in this thesis, that could be exploited by the algorithm. Partly in the audio,
but mainly in the input video signal, assuming that the input is an audiovisual
broadcast. The video frames may reveal information about programme transi-
tions and if exploited increase the probability to correctly detect programme tran-
sitions.

If the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm would be implemented into
a real-time system the computational performance should be investigated. Do the
existing broadcasting and distributing hardware components manage the compu-
tational requirements of the algorithm? Perhaps the algorithm can be optimised
to be more efficient.

9.3 Applications

The main application of the adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm is to nor-
malise audiovisual broadcasts in broadcasting or distributing equipment. How-
ever there exist other applications for the algorithm. For example, the algorithm
could be implemented into a set-top box at the end user (the viewer). Another
application could be to normalise radio broadcasts. The feedforward loudness
control algorithm (without programme detection) could also be used as a tool to
only normalise live broadcasts.

There are several applications for the adaptive loudness normalisation algo-
rithm. There are also several things that could be improved, adjusted, added
and altered to optimize the algorithm for each respective application. I hope this
thesis will inspire others to join the fight against the loudness war by improv-
ing and applying loudness normalisation techniques with a mutual goal towards
loudness nirvana.
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A
Test Data

The test data set consists of linear PCM stereo audio of programme sequences, as
explained in Section 5.3. The programme sequences are categorised as shown in
Table A.1. Some sequences are not complete programme sequences, but are the
beginning or end of a programme sequence. Integrated loudness, loudness range,
maximum true peak level and duration of all test data is shown in Table A.2 to
A.8. Histograms of integrated loudness, loudness range and maximum true peak
level of the test data is shown in Figure A.1, A.2 and A.3, respectively.

Table A.1: Categories of test data.

Category Description
Commercial Television commercials and advertisements

Movie Feature films
Music Music and music videos
News Television news

Programme Television programmes such as series, documentaries and talk shows
Trailer Trailers of movies and programmes
Other Other short-form content such as bumpers
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Table A.2: Integrated loudness, loudness range, maximum true peak level
and duration of test data consisting of commercials.

# LI [LUFS] LRA [LU] MT P L [dBTP] Duration [sec]
1 -23.5 2.0 -11.8 30
2 -23.6 1.6 -11.4 30
3 -23.8 4.5 -11.2 30
4 -22.8 1.9 -5.3 30
5 -22.3 0.7 -5.9 15
6 -24.3 1.8 -10.7 15
7 -20.8 0.9 -10.5 15
8 -21.3 2.6 -11.7 40
9 -20.3 7.3 -10.5 20

10 -20,7 6.5 -11.0 30
11 -19.4 2.9 -10.2 5
12 -22.2 1.7 -9.4 30
13 -22.8 4.9 -9.3 80
14 -23.5 2.4 -8.0 20
15 -22.9 2.4 -11.7 20
16 -22.6 1.3 -12.1 15
17 -24.4 2.1 -11.4 20
18 -23.3 2.8 -12.9 20
19 -22.9 1.8 -14.8 20
20 -22.3 2.9 -7.6 30
21 -22.1 2.1 -7.8 40
22 -21.1 7.3 -6.3 20
23 -15.9 1.8 -5.4 30
24 -23.1 2.4 -9.2 30
25 -23.2 4.7 -9.5 30
26 -25.3 3.3 -8.9 10
27 -24.0 1.4 -8.2 15
28 -23.3 0.6 -10.2 15
29 -23.8 0.8 -7.0 20
30 -23.4 1.0 -4.8 15
31 -23.2 2.3 -10.6 18
32 -24.2 1.0 -9.3 21
33 -23,4 1.1 -8.1 20
34 -23.8 2.7 -7.4 20
35 -23.6 0.8 -10.8 16
36 -23.3 1.6 -7.2 15
37 -20.5 3.1 -5.7 30
38 -20.8 1.3 -8.0 30
39 -20.6 1.0 -7.7 10
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Table A.3: Integrated loudness, loudness range, maximum true peak level
and duration of test data consisting of movie sequences. * End of a movie
sequence. ** Beginning of a movie sequence.

# LI [LUFS] LRA [LU] MT P L [dBTP] Duration [sec]
1* -20.1 2.5 -5.3 556
2* -21.6 3.7 -1.1 289
3** -16.8 26.0 0.8 446
4** -21.2 4.7 -1.0 993
5 -22.0 5.0 -2.3 540

Table A.4: Integrated loudness, loudness range, maximum true peak level
and duration of test data consisting of music sequences. * End of a music
sequence.

# LI [LUFS] LRA [LU] MT P L [dBTP] Duration [sec]
1* -24.3 10.1 -8.9 57
2 -23.4 9.5 -8.9 191
3 -17.3 19.5 -0.7 1111

Table A.5: Integrated loudness, loudness range, maximum true peak level
and duration of test data consisting of news sequences. * End of a news
sequence. ** Beginning of a news sequence.

# LI [LUFS] LRA [LU] MT P L [dBTP] Duration [sec]
1* -22.9 4.9 -5.5 75
2* -28.7 5.5 -12.0 296
3** -23.0 3.0 -8.8 272

Table A.6: Integrated loudness, loudness range, maximum true peak level
and duration of test data consisting of programme sequences. * End of a
programme sequence. ** Beginning of a programme sequence.

# LI [LUFS] LRA [LU] MT P L [dBTP] Duration [sec]
1* -24.5 7.3 -4.9 68
2* -22.7 7.1 -7.0 256
3* -23.7 7.5 -9.7 850
4* -24.0 6.5 8.1 218
5* -19.8 6.3 -8.2 353
6** -23.2 5.1 -7.9 77
7** -22.0 3.8 -6.9 83
8** -23.1 5.8 -8.4 226
9** -17.2 6.1 -3.2 44
10** -24.6 2.1 -8.9 88
11** -23.4 2.9 -7.7 321
12 -23.8 6.7 -3.1 92
13 -24.3 8.4 -1.7 121
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Table A.7: Integrated loudness, loudness range, maximum true peak level
and duration of test data consisting of trailers.

# LI [LUFS] LRA [LU] MT P L [dBTP] Duration [sec]
1 -24.1 1.2 -10.0 15
2 -24.0 1.5 -14.1 30
3 -22.1 1.6 -10.7 10
4 -20.6 4.1 -6.9 30
5 -23.6 3.7 -10.8 20
6 -23.1 3.4 -10.4 30
7 -22.7 3.8 -11.7 30
8 -22.7 3.2 -9.4 30
9 -23.6 3.3 -10.4 31

10 -18.8 2.9 -5.2 16
11 -21.8 5.2 -7.4 14
12 -19.8 2.5 -6.77 15
13 -21.4 1.9 -12.7 45
14 -14.2 2.7 0.0 27
15 -13.2 1.3 -1.3 65
16 -21.4 0.9 -9.4 30
17 -21.3 3.3 -9.3 22
18 -22.3 1.2 -8.1 29
19 -20.2 1.3 -7.4 30
20 -20.7 1.4 -7.4 30
21 -20.9 2.1 -6.5 29
22 -19.9 1.6 -6.6 31

Figure A.1: Histogram of integrated loudness of all test data.
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Table A.8: Integrated loudness, loudness range, maximum true peak level
and duration of test data consisting of other sequences.

# LI [LUFS] LRA [LU] MT P L [dBTP] Duration [sec]
1 -23.7 2.2 -9.9 15
2 -19.8 - -8.7 3
3 -21.1 0.1 -11.0 5
4 -18.8 0.6 -9.1 4
5 -22.6 2.0 -13.0 10
6 -21.5 1.9 -12.4 5
7 -17.5 3.3 -0.9 5
8 -31.1 2.3 -18.8 6
9 -23.1 1.1 -15.0 5

10 -21.1 4.4 -13.3 10
11 -14.3 0.8 -3.8 3
12 -23.6 3.5 -9.3 7
13 -23.7 1.7 -11.4 14
14 -23.7 5.5 -9.2 13
15 -23.9 0.5 -10.3 4
16 -19.6 0.9 -6.8 10

Figure A.2: Histogram of loudness range of all test data with a duration over
120 seconds.
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Figure A.3: Histogram of maximum true peak level of all test data.



B
Code Listings

This appendix contains code listings of the most significant implemented Matlab
functions used in this thesis.

%integrated_loudness
% L = integrated_loudness(X) is the integrated loudness of X in
% LUFS/LKFS.
%
% X is a matrix containing one audio channel signal in each column.
% X could also be a column vector containing one mono signal.
%
% X can have a maximum of 5 columns, thus be a 5.1 surround signal where
% the LFE channel is excluded in X. Each column of X correspond to a
% surround channel and are assumed to be ordered in the following way:
% Column 1: Left channel
% Column 2: Right channel
% Column 3: Center channel
% Column 4: Left surround channel
% Column 5: Right surround channel

function L = integrated_loudness(X)
% Calculate momentary loudness of X with a sliding window of rate 10 Hz
% corresponding to an overlap of 75%.
MomentaryLoudness = momentary_loudness(X, 10);

% Constants
REL_THRES = -10; % LU (= relative measure)

ml_relgated_vec = gate(MomentaryLoudness, REL_THRES);
% only include loudness levels that are above gate threshold

% Calculate integrated loudness
n = length(ml_relgated_vec);
ml_power = sum(10.^(ml_relgated_vec./10))/n;
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% undo 10log10, and calculate mean
L = 10*log10(ml_power); % LUFS

if isnan(L)
L = -inf;

end
end

%momentary_loudness
% L = momentary_loudness(X, R) is a column vector containing the
% momentary loudness values in LUFS/LKFS of a sliding window iterating
% through the elements in X. The window length of a momentary loudness
% measurement is 0.4 seconds.
%
% X is a matrix containing one audio channel signal in each column.
% X could also be a column vector containing one mono signal.
%
% R is the rate of the sliding window in Hertz.
%
% X can have a maximum of 5 columns, thus be a 5.1 surround signal where
% the LFE channel is excluded in X. Each column of X correspond to a
% surround channel and are assumed to be ordered in the following way:
% Column 1: Left channel
% Column 2: Right channel
% Column 3: Center channel
% Column 4: Left surround channel
% Column 5: Right surround channel

function L = momentary_loudness(X, R)
% Calculate momentary loudness.
L = sliding_window_loudness(X, 0.4, R);
end

%short_term_loudness
% L = short_term_loudness(X, R) is a column vector containing the
% short-term loudness values in LUFS/LKFS of a sliding window iterating
% through the elements in X. The window length of a short-term loudness
% measurement is 3 seconds.
%
% X is a matrix containing one audio channel signal in each column.
% X could also be a column vector containing one mono signal.
%
% R is the rate of the sliding window in Hertz.
%
% X can have a maximum of 5 columns, thus be a 5.1 surround signal where
% the LFE channel is excluded in X. Each column of X correspond to a
% surround channel and are assumed to be ordered in the following way:
% Column 1: Left channel
% Column 2: Right channel
% Column 3: Center channel
% Column 4: Left surround channel
% Column 5: Right surround channel

function L = short_term_loudness(X, R)
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% Calculate short-term loudness.
L = sliding_window_loudness(X, 3, R);
end

%sliding_window_loudness
% L = sliding_window_loudness(X, T_window, R) is a column vector
% containing the loudness values in LUFS/LKFS of a sliding window
% iterating through the elements in X.
%
% X is a matrix containing one audio channel signal in each column.
% X could also be a column vector containing one mono signal.
%
% T_window is the window length in seconds.
%
% R is the rate of the sliding window in Hertz.
%
% X can have a maximum of 5 columns, thus be a 5.1 surround signal where
% the LFE channel is excluded in X. Each column of X correspond to a
% surround channel and are assumed to be ordered in the following way:
% Column 1: Left channel
% Column 2: Right channel
% Column 3: Center channel
% Column 4: Left surround channel
% Column 5: Right surround channel

function L = sliding_window_loudness(X, T_window, R)
fs = 48000; % Assumed sampling frequency

A1 = [1 -1.69065929318241, 0.73248077421585];
B1 = [1.53512485958697, -2.69169618940638, 1.19839281085285];
A2 = [1, -1.99004745483398, 0.99007225036621];
B2 = [1, -2, 1];

% Channel weighting coefficients
G = [1, 1, 1, 1.41, 1.41];

% Two staged K-weighting filter
Y = filter(B1, A1, X);
Y = filter(B2, A2, Y);
S = Y.^2;

T_tot = length(X(:,1))/fs; % Total time of X
window_size = T_window*fs; % Number of samples per window
number_of_windows = floor((T_tot-T_window)*R)+1;
% Number of loudness measurements
inc = fs/R; % Increment per frame

L = zeros(number_of_windows, 1);
% Iterate through Y and calculate the loudness of the sliding window.
for i=1:number_of_windows

% Calculate mean square of each channel
Z = mean(S(round(inc*(i-1)+1):round(inc*(i-1)+window_size),:));
% Apply channel weightings
Z = Z*G(1:length(Z)).';
% Calculate loudness
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L(i) = -0.691 + 10*log10(sum(Z));
end
end

%gate
% Lg = gate(L, REL_THRES) is the gated loudness of the input vector L
% using a relative threshold.
%
% L is a vector containing loudness measurements of a sliding window.
%
% REL_THRES is a scalar containing the value of the relative threshold
% in LUFS.

function Lg = gate(L, REL_THRES)
% Constants
ABS_THRES = -70; % LUFS (= absolute measure)

% Apply the absolute-threshold gating
abs_gate_vec = (L > ABS_THRES);
% abs_gate_vec is indices of loudness levels above absolute threshold
ml_absgated_vec = L(abs_gate_vec);
% only include loudness levels that are above gate threshold

% Apply the relative-threshold gating
n = length(ml_absgated_vec);
% undo 10log10, and calculate mean
ml_power = sum(10.^(ml_absgated_vec./10))/n;
m_integrated = 10*log10(ml_power); % LUFS
rel_gate_vec = (L > m_integrated + REL_THRES);
% rel_gate_vec is indices of loudness levels above relative threshold
Lg = L( rel_gate_vec );
% only include loudness levels that are above gate threshold
end

%loudness_range
% LRA = loudness_range(X, R) is the loudness range of X in LU.
%
% X is a matrix containing one audio channel signal in each column.
% X could also be a column vector containing one mono signal.
%
% R is the rate of the sliding window in Hertz.
% R should be at least 10 Hz.
%
% X can have a maximum of 5 columns, thus be a 5.1 surround signal where
% the LFE channel is excluded in X. Each column of X correspond to a
% surround channel and are assumed to be ordered in the following way:
% Column 1: Left channel
% Column 2: Right channel
% Column 3: Center channel
% Column 4: Left surround channel
% Column 5: Right surround channel

function LRA = loudness_range(X, R)
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ShortTermLoudness = short_term_loudness(X, R);

% Constants
REL_THRES = -20; % LU (= relative measure)
PRC_LOW = 10; % lower percentile
PRC_HIGH = 95; % upper percentile

stl_relgated_vec = gate(ShortTermLoudness, REL_THRES);
% only include loudness levels that are above gate threshold

% Compute the high and low percentiles of the distribution of
% values in stl_relgated_vec
n = length(stl_relgated_vec);
stl_sorted_vec = sort(stl_relgated_vec);
% sort elements in ascending order
if n > 0

stl_perc_low = stl_sorted_vec(round((n-1)*PRC_LOW/100 + 1));
stl_perc_high = stl_sorted_vec(round((n-1)*PRC_HIGH/100 + 1));
% Compute the Loudness Range measure
LRA = stl_perc_high - stl_perc_low; % in LU

else
LRA = 0;

end
end

%max_true_peak
% max_tpl = max_true_peak(X) is the maximum true-peak level of X in dBTP.
%
% X is a matrix containing one audio channel signal in each column.
% X could also be a column vector containing one mono signal.
%
% X can have a maximum of 5 columns, thus be a 5.1 surround signal where
% the LFE channel is excluded in X. Each column of X correspond to a
% surround channel and are assumed to be ordered in the following way:
% Column 1: Left channel
% Column 2: Right channel
% Column 3: Center channel
% Column 4: Left surround channel
% Column 5: Right surround channel

function max_tpl = max_true_peak(X)
% Resample X 4 times the original sample rate
Y = resample(X,4,1);

% Find the maximum absolute value and convert to logarithmic scale.
max_tpl = 20*log10( max(max(abs(Y))) ); % dBTP
end

%adaptive_norm
% output = adaptive_norm(input,L_target, lookahead, p_thresh, a_max,
% r_max, a_min, r_min, a_rate, r_rate) is the output signal of the
% adaptive loudness normalisation algorithm.
%
% gain_vec is the output gain vector.
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%
% Error_vec is the error vector.
%
% p is the transition probability vector.
%
% input is a matrix containing one audio channel signal in each column.
% input could also be a column vector containing one mono signal.
%
% L_target is the target loudness level in LUFS.
%
% lookahead is the look-ahead in seconds.
%
% p_thresh is the transition probability threshold.
%
% a_max and r_max is the maximum attack and release, respectively, in
% dB/sec.
%
% a_min and r_min is the minimum attack and release, respectively, in
% dB/sec.
%
% a_rate and r_rate is the rate of change in attack and release,
% respectively, in dB/sec/sec.
%
% input can have a maximum of 5 columns, thus be a 5.1 surround signal
% where the LFE channel is excluded in input. Each column of input
% correspond to a surround channel and are assumed to be ordered in the
% following way:
% Column 1: Left channel
% Column 2: Right channel
% Column 3: Center channel
% Column 4: Left surround channel
% Column 5: Right surround channel

function [output, gain_vec, Error_vec, p] = adaptive_norm(input,...
L_target, lookahead, p_thresh, a_max, r_max, a_min, r_min, a_rate,...
r_rate)

Ru = 10; % Update rate
fs = 48000; % Assumed sampling frequency
inc = fs/Ru; % Increment per frame
gain_threshold = 0.5; % Keep gain when |error+gain| <= gain_threshold
load('PTIS_prob.mat');

attack = a_max;
release = r_max;
lookahead = round(lookahead*Ru);

% Precalculate Loudness to save computational time
LM = momentary_loudness(input,Ru);
LM = [LM(1)*ones(3,1);LM];
output = input;

LS = short_term_loudness(input,Ru);
LS = [(-23)*ones(29,1);LS];

%-- PTIS Data --%
MS_diff = LS-LM;
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dLM = abs([0 ; diff(LM)]);
dLS = abs([0 ; diff(LS)]);

C_LM = zeros(size(LM));
C_LS = zeros(size(LS));

MS_lim = 89.6072*[-inf 1/5 2/5 3/5 4/5];
dLM_lim = 86.7302*[-inf 1/5 2/5 3/5 4/5];
dLS_lim = 36.9097*[-inf 1/5 2/5 3/5 4/5];
CLM_lim = 2.3669*[-inf 1/5 2/5 3/5 4/5] + 1;
CLS_lim = 1.2631*[-inf 1/5 2/5 3/5 4/5] + 1;
%-- PTIS Data --%

adjustment_gain = 0;
pre_adjustment_factor = 0;
i_start = 1;

gain_vec = zeros(length(LM)-lookahead,1); % Data for analysis
Error_vec = -23*ones(length(LM)-lookahead,1); % Data for analysis
p = zeros(size(dLM));

% Feedforward control loop
for i = 31:length(LM)-lookahead-3

%-- Adaptive parameter configuration --%
C_LM(i) = peak2rms(LM(i+lookahead - 16:i+lookahead));
C_LS(i) = peak2rms(LS(i+lookahead - 16:i+lookahead));

Q_MS = sum( max(MS_diff(i+lookahead-30:i+lookahead)) > MS_lim );
Q_dLM = sum( max(dLM(i+lookahead-30:i+lookahead)) > dLM_lim );
Q_dLS = sum( max(dLS(i+lookahead-30:i+lookahead)) > dLS_lim );
Q_CLM = sum( max(C_LM(i-30:i)) > CLM_lim );
Q_CLS = sum( max(C_LS(i-30:i)) > CLS_lim );

p(i) = max(max(max(max(max(P(1:Q_MS, 1:Q_dLM, 1:Q_dLS, 1:Q_CLM,...
1:Q_CLS))))));

if i-i_start > 30 && p(i) >= p_thresh
i_start = i;
attack = a_max;
release = r_max;

end

if attack > a_min
attack = attack - a_rate/Ru;

end
if release > r_min

release = release - r_rate/Ru;
end
%-- Adaptive parameter configuration --%

% Calculate integrated loudness
relgated_vec = gate(LM(i_start:i+lookahead),-10);
n = length(relgated_vec);
power = sum(10.^(relgated_vec./10))/n;
LI = 10*log10(power); % LUFS

error = L_target-LI; % Decibel Loudness error
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% Calculate adjustment gain
if error-adjustment_gain > release/Ru &&...

error-adjustment_gain > gain_threshold
adjustment_gain = adjustment_gain + release/Ru;

elseif adjustment_gain-error > attack/Ru &&...
adjustment_gain-error > gain_threshold

adjustment_gain = adjustment_gain -attack/Ru;

elseif gain_threshold == 0;
adjustment_gain = error; % If no gain threshold

end

% Create linear gain adjustment vector for smooth change in gain.
adjustment_vec =...

linspace(pre_adjustment_factor, adjustment_gain, inc);
adjustment_vec = 10.^(adjustment_vec./20);

% Apply gain on all channels
for j = 1:length(input(1,:))

output(round(inc*i+1):round(inc*(i+1)),j) =...
input(round(inc*i+1):round(inc*(i+1)),j).*adjustment_vec';

end

pre_adjustment_factor = adjustment_gain;
gain_vec(i+1)=adjustment_gain; % Data for analysis
Error_vec(i+1)=LI; % Data for analysis

end

% Apply constant gain on last samples.
output(round(inc*i+1):end,:) =...

input(round(inc*i+1):end,:)*10^(adjustment_gain/20);

% Data for analysis
gain_vec(i:end) = adjustment_gain*ones(length(gain_vec(i:end)),1);
Error_vec(i:end) = LI*ones(length(Error_vec(i:end)),1);
Error_vec = Error_vec+23;
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